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Reviewing Attempts At Defining Musical and Non-Musical Elements

Comprising the Tradition of European Nosah for Kabbalat Shabbat1

By Jonah Rank2

A General Definition of εοϕξ_ φπδο

The latter half of the phrase “fpky` gqep” refers, both in this paper and in most contempo-

rary usage of the word, to the Jewry that identifies itself as “Ashkenazic” or being of supposed

ancestry in “fpky`” (the Medieval Hebraic name of the concentration of Jewish communities lo- 

1. Heretofore, all Hebrew terminology (except when used while quoting another source) will be
spelled in Hebrew throughout this work.

2. I would like to thank Rebecca Grabiner and Dr. Shuly Rubin Schwartz, the two List College
Deans responsible for my applying to create a Senior Thesis-Project; Dr. Boaz Tarsi, my Se-
nior Thesis Advisor, for his assistance in providing bibliographic sources and recommenda-
tions for keeping this work both academic and accessible; Dr. Marjorie Lehman, the Coordi-
nator of List College Senior Theses, along with my fellow writers of Senior Theses—Alisha
Deluty, Avi Herring and Rami Schwartzer—each of whom reviewed my work and offered me
their invaluable insights during the process of putting together this material; Hazzan Dr.
Charles Davidson, H. L. Miller Cantorial School Dean Hazzan Dr. Henry Rosenblum, Dr.
Neil Levin and my other professors at the Jewish Theological Seminary for all that they have
taught me about the integration of Judaism and the humanities over the past four years—espe-
cially Rabbi Robert Scheinberg for all that he taught me on the history of zay zlaw, and Dr.
Eitan Fishbane for all that he taught me on the interplay between dlaw and Jewish liturgy; my
Columbia University music theory professors Dan DiPaolo, Marlon Feld, Ellie Hisama and
Patrick Zimmerli, and the rest of my professors from my past four years at Columbia for what
they too have taught me about appreciating the details of music; my three most recent Cantors
Morris Dubinsky, Ken Richmond and Danielle Bensimhon for demonstrating how mipfg can
bless a congregation with—aside from their impeccable music—their inspiring personae and
their thoughtful wisdom; the four most constant music teachers in my life—Ken Friese, Lynn
Gallo, Lauren Nadler and Francesca Smith—for instilling in me a love for music; and all of
my family (especially my parents Ellen and Rabbi Perry Rank, my siblings, and my grandpa-
rents Marvin and Mildren Simson and Hannah and Samuel Rank) and all of my friends, tea-
chers and communities who have influenced my thinking and supported me over the years.
Without each of them, this project would not have been possible.
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cated in Germany along the Rhine—approximately, from Alsace in the South to the Rhineland in

the North). The majority of world Jewry today identifies itself as Ashkenazic on account of its

ancestry from Germany, Austria, Hungary, Poland, Lithuania, Russia, and other parts of Europe

where the Jewish populations recall a mythic3 history of their own communities inheriting their

traditions from Jews from fpky` (or somewhere near it). The rituals of Ashkenazic Jewish com-

munities thusly differ from the rituals of the Jews who refer to themselves—by virtue of their

own mythic ancestry—as “Sephardic” (from cxtq, the Iberian Peninsula), “Romaniotes” (from

Greece), the “`nex ipa” of Italy, and many other Jewish groups with origins in (or outside of) Eu-

rope.

More ambiguously in the phrase “fpky` gqep,” the first word “gqep” literally means “text,”

“formula,” “version,” “copy,” “custom,” “manner,” or “style.” .g.q.p in its intensive (lrit) verb

construct means “to draft,” “to formulate,” “to word,” or “to phrase.”4 The term in the context of

Jewish liturgy then has two primary meanings: (1) traditionally preserved written liturgical text

and (2) traditionally preserved extra-textual or non-textual elements of liturgy—most frequently,

musical liturgical traditions. In the context of this commentary, the word “gqep”5 will generally

3. By reference to “mythic” status of memories in the common language of Jewish lore, this pa-
per refers not purely to “a fiction, a fairy tale, [n]or... a lie” but to an either fictitious or non-
fictitious “educational and cultural baggage” of neither complete fabrications nor irrefutable
truths (Gillman, 2002, p. 2). Allusions to “mythic” status in this paper allude to passionately-
driven generalizations and emotionally-skewed nostalgic visions of Jewish history, culture
and religion that have become fundamental to popular Jewish identity.

4. Alcalay, 1965, p. 1650.
5. Note that, while further attempts at defining this term will be seen later in this paper, fuller

treatment on the particular nuances of this term is beyond the scope of this disussion and has
been analyzed and disucssed in depth by several works and scholars, among which, for exam-
ple, is Tarsi’s 2002 article “Observations on Practices of Nusah in America” (pp. 175-179).
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be used in reference to the customary mibdpn (rather than mandatory zekld) of musical liturgical

traditions.

Combined, the two unclear terms (“gqep” and “fpky`”) refer to the gqep of fpky`, the sum

of which is a tradition of liturgical music that is mythically familiar to and widespread through-

out all Ashkenazic Jewish communities. At the time of this writing, even in predominantly Ash-

kenazic North American communities who are largely unfamiliar with fpky` gqep, fpky` gqep re-

mains an essential element of Ashkenazic Jewish identity.6 In fact, fpky` gqep remains—again, as

of this writing—a vital part of the curricula of Yeshiva University’s Philip and Sarah Belz

School of Jewish Music, the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College’s MA Program in Jewish Mu-

sic in conjunction with Gratz College, Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion’s

School of Sacred Music, Hebrew College of Boston’s School of Jewish Music, the two Acade-

mies for Jewish Religion’s Cantorial Schools, and the Jewish Theological Seminary’s H. L. Mil-

ler Cantorial School and College of Jewish Music. Each of these programs train clergy in gqep

fpky`—even when it is clear that these clergy will serve communities wherein fpky` gqep is dis-

missed in favor of congregational melodies or other more recent musical settings for the liturgy.

Notably, the many North American schools for zepfg teach fpky` gqep with variations on

what is a sort of “ur-gqep” sometimes erroneously called “Polish-Lithuanian,” “German” or

6. In his ethnomusicological study The Lord’s Song in a Strange Land: Music and Identity in
Contemporary Jewish Worship, Jeffrey Summit (2000) speaks of Temple Israel, a “Reform
congregation” in Massachusetts wherein “members spoke enthusiastically about the role of
nusach in worship.” Though the worship music of Reform Judaism is often recognized for its
innovative qualities and having no basis intentionally in any other potential Jewish liturgical
musical precedents, “[b]oth the cantor and rabbis [of Temple Israel] were committed to ‘pro-
per nusach.’” Furthermore, though the melodies of fpky` gqep as preserved today are undoubt-
edly no more than a few centuries old (and certainly younger than a millenium in age), “sever-
al congregants spoke hyperbolically of nusach as ancient tradition, powerfully connecting
them to thousands of years of Jewish history and experience” (p. 110).
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“South German” gqep by laypeople. According to Neil Levin (private communication), these in-

accurate terms can be traced back to confusion among 19th and 20th century Jews—often from

outside of one of these regions—trying to guess the geographic origin of the gqep disseminated

by Abraham Baer’s Ba’al Tefillah, oder der Practische Vorbeter and other 19th century transcrip-

tions of fpky` gqep both transmitted orally and aurally and spread via published printings. Levin

notes further that, among 19th century Ashkenazic Jews familiar with only their own local tradi-

tions, the attribution of a musical “tradition” to a foreign location would often appropriate to the

music an attractive prestige and a mystifying exoticism.7 According to Levin, it was an apparent-

ly common practice in the 19th century to refer to a synagogue (for example) in Germany with its

own unique customs as a “Polish” synagogue (even if neither the clientele nor customs were ac-

tually Polish), or to refer to a synagogue near but outside of Hungary as “Hungarian.”8 In recog-

nition of this plurality of traditions, Boaz Tarsi notes that what is taught, academically today, as

the musical characteristics of fpky` gqep does not necessarily reflect the totality of variations a-

mong local customs of the many disparate Ashkenazic communities of the past few centuries.9 In

fact, many musical traditions still known today (in published form), from communities that

would be identified generally as “Ashkenazic” (rather than “Sephardic”—when given the two

options of an “Ashkenazic”/“Sephardic” binary) but whose music differs from that which Semi-

naries recognize as fpky` gqep are quizzically deemed not to follow fpky` gqep; rather, these are

7. In addition, Levin notes that A. Baer, who distinguishes in his anthology between melodies
from “P.W.” (the Polnische Weisse, or Polish custom) or “D.W.” (the Deutsche Weisse, or
German custom), was himself not known to travel to foreign places. (Personal communication
with Neil Levin.)

8. Personal communication with Neil Levin.
9. Personal communication with Boaz Tarsi.
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commonly understood to have either their own tradition outside of fpky` gqep10 or to be an erro-

neous tradition.11 As a result, fpky` gqep, in full, is not the exclusive music of any one precise ge-

ographic area, and it probably includes musical tendencies that are entirely incompatible with o-

ver a century’s worth of writing on fpky` gqep. “fpky` gqep” heretofore will generally refer to the

present majoritarian use of the phrase (as discussed later in this paper) by Cohon, Avenary, Tarsi

and most contemporary writers on the subject.

As far as when or where this music begans: the origins of fpky` gqep’s are unclear. Idel-

sohn, Avenary and others have made serious attempts to demonstrate the similarities between

10.For just one of many examples of deviations from fpky` gqep in geographic regions
that—given solely the binary of fpky` and cxtq—would qualify as Ashkenazic Jewry yet are
deemed ultimately neither (as their customs appeal to neither the Ashkenazic nor Sephardic
hegemonic set of norms), consider Chants Hebraiques suivant le rite des Communautes Israe-
lites de l'ancien Comtat Venaissin. This 19th century transcription of liturgical music from the
Jews of the former “Comtat Venaissin” in present-day France contains a chant for dki` predo-
minantly in a major—rather than minor—tonality (in Crémieu, No. 85. on p. 177), [ig lk] znyp
in a major—rather than minor—tonality (No. 39. on p. 154), and ekxa for zay meil zixgy is al-
so in a major—rather than minor—tonality (No. 12. on p. 130). These Jews may geographic-
ally have been arguably Ashkenazic (if given the Ashkenazic/Sepharid binary); however,
these Jews who may be Ashkenazic follow abnormal customs and are labeled “not Ashkena-
zic.” It is not clear to me that these Jews truly are not Ashkenazic; rather, it would seem to me
that these Jews are one of many subsets of Ashkenazic Jews with their own traditions.

11.Just one of many relevant examples: five years before his death in 1920, Hermann Bermann
(1915) evidently finally fulfilled a goal of his: publishing sheet music for “the traditional me-
lodies.” He had “been trying for decades to preserve the traditional melodies of the Jewish
services in their original purity” (p. 1). Yet, this Austrian-Czech-Rumanian-Russian Cantor
provides various settings that may be shocking to the strict adherent to fpky` gqep despite that
Bermann not only claims his own enthusiasm for the supposed tradition but is, by profession,
an expert on the tradition. One surprise may come to contemporary enthusiasts of fpky` gqep
in ekxa for zayl ziaxr, which appears to be deliberately written in a dignified and deliberate A
Major (rather than minor) tonality (p. 41)—a surprising deviation from tradition after two al-
ternate settings for Psalm 93 both in a semi-normative F Major. Also of note is Bermann’s set-
ting of megx `ede for zay i`venl ziaxr in C minor as opposed to an dax dad` tonality (p. 163).
Potentially bizarre as well may be the 5-3-1 (or, as transcribed here: 6-4-2) concluding motifs
at the end of xece xecl and epzxga dz` on aeh mei (pp. 187, 188); this motif is more widely re-
cognized as a High Holy Day motif, and the more commonly known aeh mei motif would be
1-5-4—or 2-6-5.
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fpky` gqep, church modes, Islamic prayer modes, Arabic folksong and the musics of the cultures

surrounding Jews throughout history.12 While many similarities are shared between these musical

cultures, it is clear that a history of much variation and evolution has led to fpky` gqep becoming

its own entity entirely separate from its musical neighbors.

Traditional Norms of Performance of ψξ ψκϖ in εοϕξ_ φπδο

Differing from the traditions of some Eastern “Sephardic” communities who are known

to recite full liturgy together and out-loud,13 the majority of printed notated-music literature for

Jewish liturgical music from before the mid-20th century transcribes Ashkenazic liturgical prac-

tices that are centralized around and led by a ofg. Though the term “ofg” can be found in early

Rabbinic sources,14 and though mipfg are known to have served communities in the Medieval era,

the art recognized in contemporary Jewish culture as “zepfg” seems to have developed in the ear-

ly latter half of the second millennium CE.15 

12.For just a few examples, see Avenary (1971, p. 20) and the first 11 chapters of Idelsohn’s
Jewish Music in Its Historical Development (1929, pp. 1-231). Eric Werner writes extensively
regarding this research in the fourth chapter of his A Voice Still Heard . . . The Sacred Songs
of the Ashkenazic Jews (pp. 46-63).

13.Herbert Dobrinsky (1988) records, for example, that among Moroccan Jews, “the decorum [of
the prayer service ]is largely maintained by the sheliah zibbur and/or the mesader, who read
aloud with the traditional melody and encourage the congregation to pray along with them in
unison in an undertone. There are also certain prayers which are chanted aloud by the whole
congregation in unison” (p. 181). Similarly, among Syrian Jews, “[f]or a weekday service, the
hazzan conducts the service from the very beginning. The entire service is read aloud milah
bemilah (word for word)” (p. 165).

14.The role of a ofg in the sphere of synagogue worship has certainly evolved over time. Al-
though the term might be translated as “Cantor” or “Precentor” today, the Palestinian Talmud
refers to the ofg twice as something of a synagogue-caretaker (a xeh d"r sc c wxt dlibn and
` xeh a"k sc f wxt dheq).

15.Some of those first “mipfg” not associated with overseeing a synagogue are mentioned by
name in Idelsohn's (1929) chapter “”Song of the ‘Ashkenazim’” (pp. 121-195).
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By the 20th century, sheet music indicates that the most common norms of performance

for the psalms of zay zlaw in Ashkenazic congregations was a ofg’s solo recitation of the open-

ing and concluding verses of the psalms and other poetic readings for  zay zlaw while the words

between those solo-sung phrases were intended to be read by the congregants and clergy quietly,

if not silently. Sheet music of the 19th century intimates choral singing accompanying the ofg

most especially during “icec dkl” and Psalms 92 and 93. Though sheet music still indicates chor-

al backing for the ofg may be normative through the beginning of the 20th century,16 the majority

of Ashkenazic synagogues witnessed, by the end of the 20th century, both the decline (or near-

disappearance) of weekly choral singing17 and the rise of metrical (or semi-metrical) melodies

16.Printing his music in 1913, Cantor Max Golstein presents “2. L’choh dôdi” (pp. 5-9), “7. We-
schomru” (pp. 16-17) and “13. Naarizoch” (pp. 31-33) as choral arrangements for a typical
zay.

17.In recognition of the historical fact that synagogue choirs were once predominantly composed
of Jewish children, Levin states that the paradigm of a ofg being backed by a choir gradually
disintegrated in response to “competing factors” (such as Little League and television) which
arose as technology and tolerance of Jews permitted Jewish children new outlets for recrea-
tion outside of a synagogue choir. Levin notes, for example, that the Great Synagogue of Jeru-
salem was known to feature a strong children’s chorus until the 1970s, just after Israeli televi-
sion stations began to air original programming in the mid-1960s. (Personal communication
with Neil Levin.) Today, the choir of the Great Synagogue, one of few contemporary syna-
gogue choirs that sings every zay and aeh mei, is composed today nearly exclusively of adult
males—as evidenced by recent photos of the choir (for example, the photo on the cover art of
the Jerusalem Great Synagogue Choir’s 1997 album Sound of Prayer).
In addition to the Great Synagogue, other synagogues of lesser renown do publicly present
sufficient evidence for that trend of a dminishing youth choir (and perhaps a diminishing cho-
ral presence). The Youth Chorale and Orchestra of Beth Abraham Synagogue of Dayton, Ohi-
o, under the direction of Cantor Jerome Kopmar, recorded Three Eras In Jerish Music in
1975, The Days of Awe in 1976 (albeit, sans an Orchestra by name), 1982’s Moods In Cele-
bration, and, in 1983, Across the Generations; however, the same synagogue’s website to-
day—despite heavy involvement of its Cantor in directing Youth Activities—makes no men-
tion of any choral activities for youths, or for adults (Beth Abraham Youth Activities). Al-
though contemporary presumptions about synagogues in Canada would suggest that Canadian
synagogues hold onto traditional conventions longer than American synagogues do, in what
seems to be the mid-1960s (based on a signature—on this record’s back album cover—from
“Zvee Aroni[ on] December 8th, 1968” in the library of JTS), Cantor Aroni of The Beth-E-
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sung congregationally (these melodies often being formerly sung with choral accompaniment to

the ofg)18. 

Solo singing is naturally more rhythmically free than the choral arrangements which mipfg

have inherited from Europe, and certain motifs may seem to recur more frequently in solo recita-

tions by ofg than in choral song; however, the majority of these choral arrangements and solo re-

citations by ofg are based modally and scalewise (and perhaps motivically as well) on fpky` gqep.

Charles Davidson (2007), the author of the primary Guides from which the application of music

to text in fpky` gqep is taught in the H. L. Miller Cantorial School and College of Jewish Music,

writes that the music of zay zlaw exhibits five of the musical frames present in fpky` gqep:

K̈ln̈ 'd;19

dax dad`; 

Ukrainian Dorian;20

Minor; and 

Major.21

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

meth Bais-Yehuda Synagogue of Toronto recorded Lishmo-a` El Ha-rinnah V’el Ha-t’fillah
with “The ‘Tefillah’ Choir,” an assembly of male adults and youths. Perhaps assembling a
choir only of male youths had by that time proven too difficult in Aroni’s community.
Reviewing the collection of records at the JTS Library does seem to indicate (without abso-
lutely verifying) a diminishing of choral accompaniment overall on Cantorial recordings, and
it seems likely (as far as I can tell) that the increasing use of instrumental accompaniment re-
placed (and perhaps even displaced) the convention of choral accompaniment for the solo ofg.

18.Tarsi notes that many compositions once intended to be sung by choirs eventually were adapt-
ed to be sung as “congregational melodies” in lieu of disappearing choirs. (Personal commun-
ication with Boaz Tarsi.)

19.I vocalize “jln” above for the sake of clarity. Henceforth, I will not be vocalizing it in the
context of the modalities of Jewish liturgical music.

20.That which is referred to as “Ukrainian Dorian” is sometimes referred to as the “Ukrainian
Minor scale.” I will refer to it in this paper as “Ukrainian Dorian.”

21.Davidson, 2007, pp. 9-10.
On the distinction between jln 'd and major tonality in the general Ashkenazic Jewish liturgi-
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To work backwards from this list, Major and Minor are used here in their Western common-

practice meaning devoid of exclusively Jewish character. The scale of Ukrainian Dorian, if ex-

amined with C as its finalis, would be read as C22-D-Eb-F#-G-A-Bb-C.23 Two other constructs in

this repertoire are termed “jln 'd” and “dax dad`.” dax dad` and jln 'd, like all musical struc-

tures in fpky` gqep, are each (from a solely musicological perspective) a particular combination

of 3 elements:

a set musical scale;

a musical and temporal mode based around the scale; and 

a set of musical motifs leading the scalar notes through the modal tendencies.

Because it is constitutional to Ashkenazic Jewish liturgical music, jln 'd—in which most of

zay zlaw is chanted—calls for an attempt at definition. As scholars disagree on how to define 'd

jln, it may be useful to summarize the definitions given by three of the most commonly read

writers on the subject in English: Baruch Joseph Cohon, Hanoch Avenary and Boaz Tarsi.

An Introduction To Cohon On εοϕξ_ φπδο

Cohon's writing (1950), like that of Ideolsohn (whom he cites and often and whose re-

search he claims to be continuing), may in some ways understand Jewish music history that are

1.

2.

3.

cal repertoire, Tarsi (2001) writes, that the former “serves as an optional idiomatic chromatic
alteration any time the major key is used. The distinction between major and adonai malach...
is not clear-cut”  (p. 32). At times, Davidson may be referring to arrangements in either jln 'd
or major when mentioning only one of them.

22.In such an example, the lower of the two Cs may neighbor, below it, a B natural. See Figure
14 (Avenary, 1986-1987, p. 14) in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”

23.For a visual example, see Figure 1 on the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
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more formulaic of (rather than representative of) a musical reality in flux. Cohon speaks of gqep

fpky` consisting of four “scales:”

jln 'd, which includes the modes unique24 to zay zlaw, dxnfc iweqt25 on zay, “owxet mewi”26

and u"yd zxfg on zay, the evening liturgy on mi`xepd mini, and “zencw` mode”;27

1.

24.I use the word “unique” here intentionally and ambiguously—for I do find Cohon’s writing
ambiguous. I do not know whether Cohon feels that these modes occur only in the context of
these particular liturgical selections while other recyclable phrases also occur in these same li-
turgical sections, or whether Cohen feels that these phrase-groups comprise the entire possible
(or permissible) musical expression of these particular liturgical sections. Further, I also can-
not tell whether Cohon intends that these modes represent the musical expression of solely the
particular liturgical selections which he identifies (for there are certain services—such as dgpn
for leg and aeh mei as well as dlirp—whose “scale” remains unidentified throughout his work)
as the services not mentioned in this writing make use of yet other phrase-groups; alternative-
ly, it seems possible to me that Cohon intends that certain phrases must be borrowed for those
services whose modes are not specified in this writing. 

25.As there is no mention of xgyd zekxa in his essay, I presume that Cohon subsumes xgyd zekxa
under the category of dxnfc iweqt.

26.I imagine that by “owxet mewi,” Cohon refers to the entire liturgy beginning from the words
“owxet mewi” through the returning of dxezd xtq to the Ark. It is not clear to me though that
“owxet mewi” would include either the text between “xn`i dgpae” and “mcwk epini ycg” or the
yicw ivg preceding the dcinr of sqen. Along these lines, I do not know which mode Cohon is
suggesting should be used during the prayers, verses and calls of the dxez service and dxhtd
preceding the words “owxet mewi;” during any of the liturgy after the dcinr of sqen; or during
most recitations of yicw on zay or aeh mei.   

27.For Chart I as appearing in Cohon’s work (pp. 20, 21), see Figures 5 and 6 of the attached
“Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”

P. 10
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dax dad`, which includes the modes unique to zay28 and leg;29

zea` obn, which includes “xgyd zekxa mode for week-day morning,” “dlitz mode for week-

day morning,” “zea` obn mode for Friday evening,”30 “ekxa mode,”31 “dgpn mode for Shabbat

afternoon,” “Festival aixrn mode for evening service of the Three Festivals”32 and “Study

mode”33 (pp. 26-27);34 and

2.

3.

28.As we have seen that not all of the zay liturgy is chanted in this mode, it is necessary to read
Cohon’s definition: “Sabbath mode. Used also on High Holy Days (The Main part of the Sab-
bath Morning service is chanted in this mode)” (p. 24). From this, I presume that Cohon’s
words intend to refer to everything from the words “ig lk znyp” until the dcinr of zixgy be-
gins; however, Cohon indeed may be referring to the liturgy only starting at the words “gazyi
jny” or “mexn cr okey” or perhaps yet another place. Alternatively, Cohon may intend that
“[t]he Main part of the Sabbath Morning service” ends at a spot other than where the dcinr of
zixgy begins. Or, Cohon may be referring to (if not the entirety, then perhaps part of) the li-
turgy after the dcinr of sqen. From what Cohon writes here, there is no exact way of knowing
to precisely what Cohon is referring.
Another note: though he refers to this as the zay mode, Cohon does not imply that the zay
mode itself should be sung at ziaxr or dgpn of zay. Also of note: “[t]he Main part of the Sab-
bath Morning service” would appear to exclude all that is covered in the “ekxa” mode (p. 27).

29.Cohon writes, “Weekday mode (from the morning and evening services for weekdays)” (p.
25). However, this seems to exclude xgyd zekxa, dxnfc iweqt and the dcinr for weekdays (p.
27).
For Chart 2 (p. 25), see Figure 7 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”

30.Like much else, Cohon does not specify how much of the ziaxr liturgy for zay is sung in the
mode of zea` obn.

31.Defined in full as: “Bor’chu mode (from Sabbath Morning service)” (p. 28). It is not clear
whether Cohon’s use of the word “from” implies that the “Bor’chu mode” can be borrowed
for times when “jxand 'd z` ekxa” is recited during the week. This is clearly not borrowed for
the “Friday Evening and Festival Eve services” during which “jxand 'd z` ekxa” is recited; the
Friday and Festival ziaxr recitations merit their own ekxa mode (of an identical moniker) (p.
29).

32.Defined in full: “Festival Maariv mode (from the evening service for Passover, Shabuoth, and
Sukkoth).” It is not clear whether this category applies to the entirety of these evening servic-
es.

33.Defined in full: “Study mode (used in any service for reciting sections of the Talmud embo-
died in the ritual, as this is the chant of the Talmud).”

34.Chart 3 (pp. 26-27) has been reproduced as Figures 8 and 9 in the attached “Appendix on No-
sah Ashkenaz.”
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Psalm-mode, which includes the eponymous “Psalm mode,”35 “ekxa mode [for] Sabbath and

Festival evenings,” “`aexw mode [for] Sabbath and Festival mornings,” “dcinr mode for Festi-

val mornings,” “dxnfc iweqt36 for High Holy Days,” “`aexw mode for High Holy Days,”

“dcinr mode for High Holy Days” and “dgilq mode.”37

Each of these scales’ modes can be broken up into musical expressions of “Beginning phras-

es—those introducing a sentence or paragraph; Intermediate phrases—those which carry the

main body of the selection to be chanted; and Concluding phrases—obviously, those used to end

a sentence, or, in a slightly more sustained form, a paragraph” (p. 19). Cohon then subdivides the

Intermediate phrases into “pausal phrases—ending with a musical comma; modulations—[...]

where... the traditional precentor achieves [a complicated harmonic progression] within a few

words, through the turn of a single familiar linking phrase;38 and []pre-concluding phrases—

those which demand the resolution of the traditional concluding notes” (p. 19).

In transcribing these different sorts of phrases for the four scales, Cohon notes that the

“phrases are... unrhythmical units, and the time values of the notes as... written... are relative”39

4.

35.Presumably, this mode is, like the “Study mode” 
36.Again, I presume that Cohon subsumes xgyd zekxa under the category of dxnfc iweqt.
37.Cohon’s chart 4 (pp. 30-31) is reproduced as Figures 10 and 11 in the “Appendix on Nosah

Ashkenaz.”
38.It is not clear to me if the “harmonic progression” achieved leads to another mode associated

generally with another musical liturgical tradition or if it leads to a key change in the recita-
tive.

39.Cohon’s use of “relative” may be inaccurate here. Rhythmic notation, normatively divided up
by the 1:2 relationship of an eighth note to a quarter note, or the 1:8 relationship of a sixteenth
note to a half note, is all based on relativity. Cohon most likely meant “approximately rela-
tive,” as if to imply that, in synagogal chant—though two eighth notes preceding a quarter
note do not imply something that neither adds up to an even half beat nor is performed as two
equally lengthed notes followed by a note of a length equal to the sum of the lengths of the
two former notes—two “eighth notes” preceding a “quarter note” indicates two similarly
lengthed (but not necessarily equally lengthed) notes which (by the standard of the “quarter
note”) are both too short to be triplet “quarter notes” and too long to be “sixteenth notes” and
are both close to half the length of the “quarter note.”
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(pp. 19-20) and emphasizes further that “[i]n general, the first or last note of the phrase, or both,

can be lengthened to accommodate as many syllables as necessary.” Also of note regarding these

transcriptions: Cohon overlines accented “notes [which] coincide with the stressed word40 of the

particular phrase being chanted” and that a number of his transcribed “phrases contain optional

notes which are often omitted in short sentences, and which [are] indicated by parentheses” (p.

20).

In defining the four scales, Cohon creates charts of sheet music showing the “Beginning

Phrases,” “Pausal Phrases,” “Modulations,” “Pre-concluding Phrases,” and “Concluding Phras-

es” endemic of the various modes;41 each chart is preceded by a scale from the notes of the

mode’s gamut. Yet, it is curious that, even when the notes of the gamuts Cohon illustrates prove

that fpky` gqep defies the restrictions of any key-signature marking, Cohon nonetheless tran-

scribes this music in marked key-signatures. Although Cohon’s jln 'd scale is drawn as A-B-C-

D-E-F-G-A-Bb-C-D-Eb42 (p. 20), his transcription writes a Bb into the key signature even

though another B is consistently marked as natural (whereas the same logic may incline one to

think that there should even be an Eb in the key signature—in light of the high Eb); furthermore,

As the musical literature of Ashkenazic liturgical recitatives is generally free (rather than of
strict tempo), what Cohon most likely intends to say here may also be applied to the other
non-metrical transcriptions which this thesis will most heavily analyze. (To clarify: the origin-
al composed melodies provided for the latter half of this Senior Thesis-Project are metrical
and thereby to be sung with stricter, more precise rhythmic divisions than the recitatives to
which discussion in this section refers.)

40.I presume that Cohon means to have written “and syllable(s)” rather than, or in addition to,
“word” here.

41.These charts are reproduced as Figures 5-11 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
42.The notation of this scale begs the question of why such specific notes are chosen: does Co-

hon in fact mean to imply that the finalis of zay zlaw must always be C? Can the finalis ever
be Db for a ofg for whom the A-B-C-D-E-F-G-A-Bb-C-D-Eb scale would be less preferable
than a scale raised half a step into Bb-C-Db-Eb-F-Gb-Ab-Bb-Cb-Db-Eb-F? Would Bb-C-Db-
Eb-F-Gb-Ab-Bb-Cb-Db-Eb not qualify as zay zlaw?
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the single Bb in an array of sheet music centralizing C as the concluding tone43 would imply that

this music had in fact been composed in Mixolydian rather than jln 'd (pp. 20-21). Less seem-

ingly inaccurately but apparently more awkwardly, Cohon writes an E-concluding-tone scale of

dax dad` whose modes are transcribed with a key-signature marked by one sole G# (p. 25). Per-

haps less awkward at first examination is the scale of zea` obn that seems to be a D Natural Mi-

nor but whose phrases include such deviating tones as Ab (in Phrase h), B natural (in Phrase j),

F# (in Phrase k), C# (in Phrase 601), Eb (in Phrase 62), and F# and a higher Eb (in Phrase n) (pp.

26-27). Notably, Cohon, by his fourth chart, seems to have realized the complexities of key sig-

natures—for, though sharps and flats abound, the sheet music itself is written without a key sig-

nature.

A thorough study of fpky` gqep may indeed call for an analysis of all of Cohon’s scales

and modes; however, intending only to examine Cohon’s theories on fpky` gqep as they pertain

to zay zlaw, this paper will primarily examine only jln 'd.

Cohon On ικµ &χ

While Cohon faced a world of musicology that had not yet attempted to conceptualize a

theory of fpky` gqep so comprehensively and concisely (thusly magnifying the significance of

Cohon’s contribution here to studies of Ashkenazic liturgical music), Cohon’s work is marked

by a few shortcomings. Cohon’s attempt to publish a complete survey of fpky` gqep still leaves o-

pen many questions. Cohon largely avoids the music of dgpn, dlirp, home rituals and various o-

ther major parts of Jewish liturgy that do not fall under the many categories that Cohon does list.

43.Note that G, however, is the concluding tone of Phrase P (p. 20); however, this is clearly not a
case of a G Dorian mode.
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Furthermore, Cohon’s piece fails to identify what he has transcribed as motivic bases. From his

writing, it would seem that he has transcribed the complete sheet music for the liturgical calen-

dar; however, a brief skimming of any published Jewish liturgical music would indicate that de-

viations from these motivic bases are plenty and significant. That Cohon could demarcate, in

fewer than 40 pages, all of the necessities and all of the “optional” notes in the music that has be-

come fpky` gqep, from which hundreds of volumes of sheet music have been written, is unlikely.

While Cohon’s suggestions are useful for the progress of research, his writing is ultimately nei-

ther comprehensive nor indubitable.

To begin with Cohon’s take on jln 'd, it is imperative to realize that, to Cohon: jln 'd is a

scale, zay zlaw is a mode,44 and the motifs consist of a collection of phrases that are either “es-

sential to every selection in Kabolas Shabos mode” (p. 20) or simply (supposedly) common e-

nough to be fpky` gqep. What Charles Davidson refers to as jln 'd (as it appears in zay zlaw) is

most nearly then the mode to which Cohon refers as “zay zlaw” and from which he extracts 5

Beginning Phrases45 (3 of which are deemed “essential”46), 7 Pausal Phrases (2 of which are “es-

sential”), 4 Modulations (none of which are “essential”) and 4 Concluding Phrases (only 1 of

which is “essential”).47

44.As has been perhaps implied earlier (but not stated), Cohon sees each individual mode as a
collection of motifs utilized in a particular service, set of services, liturgical passage or series
of liturgical passages. 

45.For these purposes, I am counting the borrowing of Modulation e, Pausal Phrase 15 and the
curious case of Phrase IV, which is located in the rubric of dxnfc iweqt for zay (but is bor-
rowed for the zay zlaw mode nonetheless).

46.Here, I am again counting the borrowing of Phrase IV.
47.Specifically, see Charts a and b on p. 20 (reproduced as Figure 5 in the “Appendix on Nosah

Ashkenaz”).
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Aside from the general confusion of how one should interpret this chart for practical pur-

poses, Cohon’s system of classification for the different phrases of fpky` gqep proves to be troub-

lesome. If it is permissible to rename Modulation e as a Beginning Phrase, then Modulation e in-

herently faces 2 taxonomical issues:

By definition, a musical “modulation” must transition from one musical mode into another

musical mode.48 If Modulation e begins in the mode of zay zlaw and returns immediately to

the mode of zay zlaw, then Modulation e has not in fact modulated at all—even if it has, dur-

ing the briefness of its use of Eb, incorporated a note foreign to the jln 'd scale. A musicolo-

gist may argue that such a brief foray into another scale would qualify “Modulation e” as a

mere “tonicization” (whereby the tonal center shifts very temporarily); or, perhaps “Modula-

tion e” incorporates the mere borrowing of one note.49

That Modulation e, an “Intermediate Phrase,” can appear as a “Beginning Phrase” may be

self-contradicting in its very nature. Cohon’s readers may rightfully wonder, in the middle of

what exactly can the beginning of something possibly be? The use of an Intermediate Phrase

as a Beginning Phrase should obviate an ontological contradiction. It would seem that a “Be-

ginning Phrase” (especially when there are multiple “essential” Beginning Phrases) is not ac-

1.

2.

48.Cohon’s definition of a “Mode” as the collection of motifs associated with a particular Jewish
musical scale seems to contain also the sense that every Mode is the exclusive language of
musical expression for particular liturgical passages. How zay zlaw can then modulate into a-
nything other than itself seems impossible (unless the text of zay zlaw shifts into a text asso-
ciated with another Mode—which may be an absurd conclusion to derive from Cohon’s writ-
ing).

49.If the definition of Cohon’s “Modulation” is an Intermediate Phrase borrowing at least one
note foreign to jln 'd, then one may wonder why the F# of Pausal Phrase 13 does not qualify
Phrase 13 itself to qualify as a “Modulation.” Again, if the definition of the “Modulation” is
that the music shifts from one Mode into a new Mode, then Cohon’s writing has made it un-
clear that a Modulation such as Modulation e actually leads into any specific Mode.
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tually a phrase that begins the entire performance of zay zlaw; rather, it seems that Cohon

means that every musical “sentence” in the “paragraphs” of zay zlaw (and in any other mode

and liturgical sequence) comprises several “phrases.”

Unfortunately, Cohon’s entire system is articulated within a system with misleading word-choic-

es.

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that Cohon’s transcription can—without a doubt—offer

deep insight into Cohon’s own interpretations of fpky` gqep and his own performance styles. In

fact, an examination of other transcriptions of zay zlaw settings would prove that certain items

that Cohon intends to canonize in his Chart I are in fact uncommon. That the finalis (C) is over-

lined in only 150 of the 4 Concluding Phrases (and that the final note in the minority of the other

zay zlaw phrases51 is overlined) seems rhythmically unnatural, as well as highly unlikely to ex-

pect of any ofg who will properly shape these notes that are, as Cohon recognizes, devoid of met-

ric rhythm. Furthermore, there is a scarcity of zay zlaw sheet music that contains E-D-C-B-C52

(along with the variant E-D-C-B-D-C) as the melody of the Concluding Phrase. Just as Conclud-

ing Phrase X is a rarity, so is there a rarity in the nature of  the relatively complex Concluding

Phrase Y (D-Bb-A-G-E-G-E-D-C) and Concluding Phrase Z (G-E-D-E-D-C or the more embel-

lished A-G-E-C-D-E-D-E-D-C, or somewhere in between). In addition, understanding Modu-

50.Concluding Phrase X.
51.Beginning Phrases I and II, Beginning/Pausal Phrase 15 (without the optional ornamenta-

tions), Pausal Phrase 16 and Modulations e and f.
52.Or equivalent transpositions in the case of sheet music where the finalis of zay zlaw is C (for

an example of a B finalis: F-Eb-Db-C-Db, D#-C#-B-A#-B). For the purposes of this paper’s
analysis of fpky` gqep in relation to Cohon, Avenary and Tarsi, zay zlaw is discussed as un-
derstood around the finalis of C. It may be worth stressing that all typed musical examples in
this paper are transposable as appropriate.
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lation h (C-A-G-F, which is in some sense a mere reversal of Beginning Phrase II53) as a modula-

tion (by any definition of “modulation”), when C-F-G-A can be understood as a modal Begin-

ning Phrase, is quite unnecessary. Modulation h would perhaps be better suited as a Pausal

Phrase if both Modulations and Pausal Phrases would naturally proceed to Concluding Phrases a-

nyway. Cohon’s analysis of zay zlaw begs for many clarifications that would have improved

this paper which otherwise could have been a neat and comprehensive systemization of the mode

at hand.

An Introduction to Avenary

It must be noted that Avenary has contributed two significant papers in English on the de-

finitions of fpky` gqep in musicological terms. In 1971, Avenary first published “The Concept of

Mode in European Synagogue Chant: An analysis of the Adošem Malak Shtejger” and, about a

decade and a half later, published his (1986-1987) “Second Thoughts About the Configuration of

a Synagogue Mode.” Because it is not clear that the former and the latter expound entirely com-

patible theories, the works are summarized individually in this paper. 

Avenary’s First Published Analysis

Although he does not mention Cohon directly, Avenary (1971) begins with a recap of

some significant research which has preceded him: 

Josef Singer’s transcription of 3 Synagogentonarten or xb ©iihy, each named “after the initial

words of important prayers chanted to them” (p. 11); 

Pinchas Minkowski’s identification of a 4th xb ©iihy (pp. 11-12);

•

•

53.C-F-G-A or C-F-G-A-A-G-F-A.
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the early 20th century’s “realization that [xb ©iihy] need not be bound to repeated octave scales;

[xb ©iihy] may extend over a wider or narrower range than the octave, and individual notes may

be lowered or raised according to their position in the first or the second octave,” especially as

articulated by Aron Friedmann’s terming of these “Gebrauschleitern” in Der synagogale Ge-

sang54 (Avenary, 1971, p.12);

Idelsohn’s recognition of motivic, modal and scalar similarities between xb ©iihy and “maqamat,

rajas and similar phenomena (such as the modes of the neo-Greek church)” (p. 12); and

Eric Werner’s suggestion that (despite other contradictory suggestions of his) xb ©iihy “should be

defined not by means of an abstract scale, but rather by a formula model demonstrating the

most typical movements (motives) within the scalar framework” (p. 12).

Avenary, building on this research, then expounds his beliefs that certain scale structures, motifs

and modal characteristics comprise that which is jln 'd.

Avenary depicts, presumably with C as what he calls “the final note,” the scale of jln 'd

as a scale ascending C-D-E-F-G-A-Bb55-C-D-Eb and then, descending from Eb: D-C-Bb-A-G-F-

E-D-C. Avenary does not speak of the scale inherently including tones below that “final note,”

yet he notes that “if [the melodies] descend below the final note[,] the subfinal is sharpened a se-

mitone” (p. 13). This final suggestion may be erroneous in at least 3 ways:

•

•

•

54.More precisely, Friedmann states that the third above the note an octave above the low tonic
is always a minor third; Friedmann does not speak about the notes any higher than that minor
tenth above the original tonic (Friedmann, 1908, pp. 86-87). (I credit H. L. Miller Cantorial
School student Matthew Klein for assisting me in understanding Friedmann’s German text.)

55.Avenary refers to this Bb as a “diminished seventh that characterizes [jln 'd];” however, as a
diminished seventh here would be a Bbb (enharmonically: an A natural), Avenary—alterna-
tively referring to the Bb as a “flattened seventh”—presumably means to speak instead of a
minor seventh interval.
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In those few examples Avenary examines where “[the melodies] descend below the final

note,” there is never a Bb below the “final note” of C; in fact, the only pitch that ever appears

below the “final note” of C is a B natural. That B natural consistently appears alongside the o-

ther characteristic notes of the scale should indicate that the B natural is in some way part of

the scale—even if the B is below the C finalis (Examples 2K, 3K and 5K on pp. 14, 15 and 16

respectively).56

In the first 4 measures of Example 3K, the second-to-last note is most definitely not “shar-

pened a semitone,” for D natural (part of the general jln 'd mode) is nonetheless the penulti-

mate note of a phrase in which the melody sinks below the “final note.” If the term “subfinal”

refers only to the note that is immediately below the “final note,” this definition is unclear and

would not account for Avenary’s discarding as, at best, “secondary” all notation of raised

fourths preceding fifths when Avenary simultaneously writes that the fifth can function some-

times as “a finalis”57 (pp. 13-14).

Avenary’s working definition of C as the “final note” (along with Avenary’s implication that

B natural may serve only as the second-to-final note) is ambiguous in the given examples.

Given that neither Example 2K (p. 14) nor Example 5K (p. 16) sample applications of jln 'd

1.

2.

3.

56.Looking solely at these three transcriptions from Avenary, one may question the commonality
of the B natural when the melody descends beneath a final note C. Example 2K is the positing
of Avenary’s theory, and Example 5K is Avenary giving a sample intending to question for-
mer research. Example 3K is thereby the only concrete example Avenary gives of this B na-
tural being present in a C-based jln 'd. 

57.Avenary later states that “[t]he Fifth... in rare cases[]may[]assume the function of a finalis.”
Nonetheless, it is unclear why Avenary would choose to call C “the final note” (even though
C frequently is not the final note) or choose to indicate that G serves as an occasional “finalis”
(p. 13). Considering that G is the actual final note in Examples 3a (p. 15), 6 (p. 16) and 8 (p.
18), it may have been more accurate for Avenary not to speak of the “final note” at all, but to
speak of C as the usual “finalis” of jln 'd, whereas G maybe could be understood as an “alter-
nate finalis.”
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to prayer-text, one is left with only Example 3K demonstrating the presence of B natural in

prayer-text. Although B natural is indeed the penultimate note in 3K, neither is 3K the final

phrase of Example 3a, nor are the words that end 3K a likely ending for the recitation of

Psalm 93 in a practical (or, especially, a traditional) prayer setting. In fact, Avenary’s excerpt

here ends with Example 3C’, which is not defined in Example 2C’ as a “[f]inal [or] semifinal

clause” at all; furthermore, Example 3a’s final note is a G (while Avenary is working with an

ambiguous definition of C as the “final note” in his examples) (pp. 14, 15). If B natural and C

are indeed “subfinal” and “final” notes in jln 'd, then they certainly only function as such in

at least one specific motivic phrase (but not in all complete sung segments).

Despite all of these terminological ambiguities, Avenary continues to identify further modal

functions of different scalar tones in jln 'd. Avenary refers to “[p]oints of rest (‘half-clauses’,

‘semi-finals’)” being indicated by the presence of the “Fifth [or] Third” but also emphasizes that

“the Fifth is the most prominent note in most of the melodies”—offering only this observation

and not giving a name to the function of the Fifth’s prominence. Defining other notes, Avenary

writes that “the Fourth is a very marginal note and is occasionally passed over” (p. 13) and says

nothing regarding the “Tonal Range” functions of the remaining notes of jln 'd.

The ambiguous status of when C is final or when other notes (inconsistently) appear in

specific functional positions is perhaps mostly due to Avenary’s writing that the “Standard Mo-

tives” of jln 'd “cannot be classified as initial, intermediate and final: only their ‘preference for a

certain function’ can be recognized.” Avenary illustrates “eleven standard motives each of which

occurs at least four times, but in the majority of cases more often, in the examined tunes.”58 Al-

58.These motifs (p. 14) are reproduced as Figure 12 in the “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
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though such lucid repetition of only eleven motifs would make a definition of jln 'd blatant e-

nough so as not to warrant an attempted definition by multiple theorists of Jewish musicology,

these supposedly-repeating motives in fact do not repeat in their original form. Avenary writes

that “[t]hese motives are of a melodic character with changing rhythmic configurations; but their

basic melodical form or ‘idea’ may also be expanded or abbreviated in many ways” (p. 14). As

these rhythms are shifting—and so are the exact melodic lines—it would seem that Avenary has

not identified actual motives so much as he has identified either eleven ur-motives or eleven

common melodic contours of jln 'd.

Writing on why jln 'd is applied to the particular texts of zay zlaw, Avenary writes that,

even though “E[ric] Werner[ ]stat[es] that the Adoshem Malak mode is preferred for laudatory

prayers,” there is no clear reason that jln 'd is applied to the texts of zay zlaw other than that

Ashkenazic liturgical music has been reduced “to the rudimentary relationship Mode = Liturgical

Section, and has lost the more comprehensive Mode = Idea or Mood” (p. 19).59 Avenary con-

cludes by defining jln 'd as “the systematic association of a modal scale” (whereas “a modal

scale” is “a series of characteristic intervals that is not bound to the octave range” but includes “a

framework of fixed ‘dominant notes’ [several ‘half-clauses’]) and a group of standard motives.”

Avenary explains further, “[b]oth elements—scale and specific motives—are concomitant to

such a degree that the occurrence of the scale alone does not suffice in ascribing a melody to

th[e] mode” (p. 19). What today is recognized as jln ‡d, by Avenary’s analysis, is the result of a

very careful balance of some specific motifs along a scale with unique, modal-specific character-

59.In suggesting that “the Adoshem Malak mode is preferred for laudatory prayers” (Avenary,
1971, p. 19), Werner alludes to the subject of ethos and implications of subjective emotional
power that Werner may finds to be inherent in fpky` gqep. Yet, ethos as a defining factor of
fpky` gqep has rarely been articulated well in academic writing.
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istics.

Avenary’s Second Published Analysis

Approximately a decade and a half after “The Concept of Mode in European Synagogue

Chant,” Avenary published a few reneging and qualifying “Second Thoughts About the Configu-

ration of a Synagogue Mode” (1986-1987). Avenary begins this analysis recalling past theorists’

work on defining jln 'd. He begins by focusing on “an insufficiently recognized”  Emanuel

Kirschner’s “interpreting [of] the Adoshem-Malach mode as a tetrachord structure according to

the model of the ancient Greek Dorian mode” (focusing, in Example 3,60 on the tetrachords of B-

C-D-E, E-F-G-A, A-Bb-C-D and D-Eb-F-G); however, Avenary admits that this “must be criti-

cized... in its use of the top and bottom notes of the Greek tetrachords—their supporting pillars—

as tones of secondary import, or of no importance at all, to the structure of the Jewish melodies

and motifs” (p. 13). Continuing his “search for a principle underlying scale formation” of jln 'd,

Avenary writes of “a young composer from the contemporary avant-garde” who remains (con-

spicuously) anonymous but “clearly wanted an explanation of the principles of rules at the base

of modal structuration, and not a catalogue of motifs to be applied or quoted: not the lore of Jew-

ish modes, but their ‘higher mathematics’ as a stimulus for creative processes.” In response to

this “inquiry,” Avenary publishes here a “Tetrachordal Solution61” (based on G-A-B-C, C-D-E-

F, F-G-A-Bb, Bb-C-D-Eb and Eb-F-G-Ab) which Avenary then declares “[d]iscarded” (p. 14).

Attempting another model to reveal a greater equation that makes jln 'd distinct, Avenary sug-

60.Reproduced as Figure 13 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
61.Reproduced as Figure 14 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.
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gests that the melodies of the “mode revolve (if based upon C) around the central note G,62 which

is not only the recitation tone and a dominant note that may be a substitute for the finalis,63 but is

also the statistically most frequent pitch.” Avenary further illustrates this point (literally, in Ex-

ample 6, a diagram of jln 'd’s “Modal Center And... Centripetal Force”64) by the G’s “relation-

ship with the alternative sharps and flats of the pitches B [below the finalis-C] and E” with “the

distance of these notes from the modal center [be]i[ng] a minor third and a minor sixth, respect-

ively, resulting from sharpening the notes below and flattening the notes above the central G”

(pp. 15-16). Avenary concludes that this musicality is a “proposition of a centripetal, attractive

force between pitches” with “a musical precedent in the well-known phenomenon of the leading-

tone which may be marked out in practice even by a somewhat oversharp intonation” along with

a tendency that “may be helpful in explaining the specific features and tone relations in this

mode of Central and Eastern European synagogue song” (p. 16). Beyond this though, Avenary

offers no new insight here into what particular pitch-related musical elements define fpky` gqep

for zay zlaw.

62.Avenary’s language here is arguably imprecise. If the mode revolves around G, then the melo-
dies too should revolve around around G and not C. To say that the melodies are separate
from the modal structure is evidence of an incoherent relationship between modality and me-
lody—as if they are of completely separate orbital structures that do not overlap.

63.The term “finalis” when applied to G in a musical framework defined by C as a finalis seems
again incoherent. That musical phrases could end on a G is possible, but that a C-finalis-based
jln 'd exposition could conclude on a G functioning as a finalis—without any modulation—is
by its very definition, contradictory.

64.Reproduced as Figure 15 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
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An Introduction to Tarsi on εοϕξ_ φπδο

In response to a history of Jewish musicologists’ limiting attempts to define or to deline-

ate fpky` gqep, the work of Boaz Tarsi may best present the big-picture of the complex and argu-

ably flexible entity that is fpky` gqep. Tarsi notes that previous research has generally ignored the

uniqueness of the character of fpky` gqep that separates it from other traditional musical systems;

Tarsi (2002) writes that “terms such as scale, mode, motifs, phrases, nusach, steiger, makam,

gust, and lachan are often[ ]used mistakenly, confusedly, and interchangeably, based on unclear

or insufficient definitions or on definitions that are either overlapping or contradictory” (pp. 177-

178). In an attempt to clear this confusion, Tarsi defines gqep, in the context of Jewish liturgical

music, “as the aggregate synthesis of [a case of modal framework’s] distinct musical and extra-

musical components” (the latter being, “primarily text, time of day, calendar [day of the week,

day of the month, week of the year, month, holiday, season], occasion, and ritual”). With that de-

finition in mind, Tarsi reiterates his definition of fpky` gqep more succinctly “as the total arrange-

ment of the particular connections and interrelationships between the[se components]” (p. 178).

Tarsi argues further that perhaps the most prominent element of fpky` gqep distinguishing itself

from other musical systems is “steiger,” which Tarsi uses “in reference to the... scalar frame-

work65 for improvisation on given motifs and other musical characteristics with an intricate net-

work of interrelationships with other musical and extra-musical factors” (p. 178). For the sake of

further ease in discussing fpky` gqep, Tarsi writes that “it would suffice to propose that what has

been traditionally considered to be the three main modal scales—ahavah rabbah, adonai ma-

65.See Tarsi, 2001, p. 17: reproduced as Figure 2 in the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashke-
naz.”
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lach, and magen avot would together constitute the necessary minimum range of the stei-

ger phenomena” (pp. 178-179).

Tarsi On ικµ &χ and χω χχ_

Although Cohon, Avenary and even Idelsohn wrote of the motives that comprise jln 'd

(Tarsi, 2001, p. 5), Tarsi’s analysis of jln 'd—perhaps in light of its approximation of these mo-

tives and his reduction of the motives into only 10 common musical motivic elements—may best

capture the essence of what is to be found in standard cantorial sheet music adhering to gqep

fpky`. Tarsi identifies the following 10 motivic elements:66

A67: “An opening motif” of 1-3-5: when based around the tonic C: C-E-G (p. 19);

B: A “[r]ecitation tone on 5:” G (p. 20);

C: A “[p]ausal tone on 5:” G (p. 21);

D: A “‘motivic interval area’” circulating between 5 and 7, and occasionally 8: G, Bb and C

(p. 22);

E: An “[e]xpansion” extending from 5 to 8 or 10: G, C, Eb (p. 23);

F: A “[s]econdary pausaul tone” of 3: E (p. 24);

G: A “[p]re-concluding pausal tone” of 2: D—that is the pausal tone immediately preceding

the complete ending of a solo recitation (p. 24);

H: An “opening [(]for a pre-concluding phrase[)]” of 1-4-(5-)6: C-F-(G-)A (p. 24);

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

66.For Tarsi’s motives drawn out, see Figure 3 of the attached “Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
67.Each introductory letter in this list corresponds to Tarsi’s lettering in Figure 3 of the attached

“Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz.”
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I: An “idiomatic gesture” incorporating a Ukrainian-Dorian based on 1-2-3(b)-4(#)-5:

C-D-E(b)-F(#)-G (p. 24); and

J: An “ending motivic variant for an ending cadence” of 5-3-2-1, 4-2-1 or 4-3-1: G-E-D-C,

F-D-C or F-E-C (pp. 25-26).

Tarsi notes that—though these and other elements of jln 'd may be traditionally present at zea`

and zexeab of zay meil zixgy and zay meil sqen; owxet mewi and ycegd zkxa; the dyecw of sqen

zay meil; zekxa ray; zextey and zeiekln; and mi`xep minil ziaxr (pp. 30-32)—jln 'd is “most of-

ten found in its purest form [in] Kabbalat Shabbat” (p. 30).

Very significantly, Tarsi’s motifs delineated above are approximate outlines. Far more

than just these ten motifs comprise liturgical music based on jln 'd. In fact, Tarsi has noted that

several other pitch-related characteristics such as a sharped 4th preceding a 5 or a fanfare-like

motif (variations on 1-3-5-8) are frequently found in jln 'd literature even if they are not among

those definitive motifs that indicate the unique presence of jln 'd.68

A Summary of Attempts At Defining εοϕξ_ φπδο

Ultimately, jln 'd has been understood in various manners over the past century and a

half. Though Cohon attempted to break the system down into a series of motifs, Avenary revisit-

ed this analysis and attempted his own proposed series of motifs that define jln 'd. Approximate-

ly a decade and a half later, Avenary reneged his previous acceptance of the necessity of such a

series of motifs altogether and instead proposed (and discarded) various systems of how to un-

derstand jln 'd in scalar terms or gravitational terms: that certain notes, by constantly gravitating

9.

10.

68.Personal communication and in-class discussions with Tarsi related to coursework of Scales,
Modes & Motifs I (Fall 2007) and Scales & Motifs II (Spring 2009).
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towards nearby notes of especially strong centripetal force, create motifiv melodies that are typ-

ical of jln ‡d. Reviewing the work of both of these musicologists (as well as other musicolo-

gists), Tarsi proposed a system with 10 basic outlines for motivic patterns that apply to jln 'd,

most especially during zay zlaw. By Tarsi’s system, even this limited scope of jln 'd is deemed

too diverse to be reduced to any comprehensive chart or understanding that certain notes

could—consistently throughout Ashkenazic liturgical music literature—be of any particular non-

syntactical weight.

I find, in my own reviewing of synagogue music literature, that Tarsi’s system is the most

abstract and therefore the most easily applicable of the three proposed systems. Yet, while sur-

veying Jewish music literature frequently points to the existence of fpky` gqep, I am constantly

surprised by the many times I encounter clear deviations from all three of these proposed sys-

tems in the music of non-“Sephardic” European Jewry. In my own personal musings, I frequent-

ly wonder the extent to which the advent of printed synagogue music literature stifled the crea-

tive limits of improvisatory (or still-developing) local customs for European Jewish liturgical

music. Whereas individual Hasidic sects of European descent, Russian Jewry, various communi-

ties of French Jews and various communities of German Jews have each produced musical litur-

gical traditions (orally and in writing) that deviate from fpky` gqep, the term “fpky` gqep” remains

in use in general Jewish musicological discourse. As proposed earlier by Tarsi, and as I have

long suspected, Jewish communities in Europe have created their own musical traditions that are

entirely separate from the normative fpky` gqep spoken of in contemporary musicological dis-

course. It is therefore my belief that other varieties of fpky` gqep existed a century ago that are
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unknown today,69 in an age when the majority of Jews no longer live in territories that identify as

unanimous followers of a supposed set of fpky` ibdpn, and when the majority of complex Jewish

musical traditions are preserved and transmitted—not by individual communities—but by insti-

tutes that train mipfg in accordance with hegemonic (and thereby normative) synagogue music li-

terature.70 Because these seminarian institutions have long accepted these works (and have parti-

cularly favored work that, like that of Baer, is nearly comprehensive in the liturgy presented),

Jewish clergy from the 20th century and on have held a particular affinity for that stream of gqep

fpky` that is almost entirely in line with the recommendations of A. Baer.

There exists a widespread custom of reciting the majority of the litturgy of zay zlaw ac-

cording to the system of jln 'd delineated very well by Tarsi as well as others who attempt to

summarize fpky` gqep. While this system certainly enjoyed the fortunes of printing and distribu-

ting a Jewish music literature that largely favored and ultimately assisted in the crystallization of

one particularly rich European tradition, I personally wonder: 

What was lost in the attempt at unifying the synagogal music of Ashkenazic Jewry? What Eu-

ropean (and non-European) musical systems for Jewish liturgy are no longer studied, and how

much can be uncovered?

Learning from the models of musical traditions that are part of, and from those that are not part

of, fpky` gqep: how can new traditional music be composed for liturgy? How can new synago-

•

•

69. Charles Davidson, in the sheet music provided for students of the H. L. Miller Cantorial
School and College of Jewish Music, frequently provides separate Eastern European and
Western European traditions that, together, would create scalar and modal clashes. It is clear
that all proponents of fpky` gqep believe that, if the gqep does not split per se into two separate
traditions, there are at least several alternatives to the dominant gqep.

70.Noteworthy to such a history are HUC’s having long focused on the music of Adolph Katch-
ko’s as traditional fpky` gqep and JTS’s use of the numerous educational resources provided
by Max Wohlberg.
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gal music be composed with traditional elements, and how can this music ultimately attach as a

link in the chain of Jewish music history?
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Shamor Vezakhor Bedibbur Ehad: :cg` xeaca xekfe xeny 

A Collection of and Commentary on Original Kabbalat Shabbat

Melodies With a Sensitivity to Standard Hebrew Pronunciation, Textual

Meaning, and European Nosah71

By Jonah Rank

This Senior Thesis-Project

In addition to the preceding chapter summarizing fpky` gqep for zay zlaw as it has been

understood by various Jewish musicologists, this Senior Thesis-Project (as it is a creative project

based on a thesis) is a collection of sheet music to original melodies for zay zlaw texts,72 accom-

panied by a commentary about the academic and personal intentions behind these compositions.

These compositions are sensitive towards standard pronunciation (especially towards accentua-

71.Heretofore, all Hebrew terminology will be spelled in Hebrew throughout this paper.
72.I have composed melodies for the majority of those texts which are most widely sung during

zay zlaw. I have not provided original composed melodies for certain texts that are either not
widely sung (such as the study texts nearing the end of zay zlaw, or mezi yicw) or simply not
widely distributed (such as various miheit from Italian traditions). It is noteworthy that the
texts for which I have not provided composed melodies here are not texts I have ignored due
to their popularity; in fact, these are mostly texts which I do intend to set to music—if ever
granted the time.
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tion)73 of Classical Hebrew,74 a conscious effort to express musically what the texts are intended

to mean in the context of a zay zlaw service,75 and an adherence to that musical framework,

which in the name of fpky` gqep—well before the end of the 20th century—had come to be asso-

ciated with zay zlaw in the majority of American and non-American Ashkenazic congregations.

While commentaries for individual compositions will go into more detail about the specifics of

73.It is noteworthy that Seligmann Baer wrote the following:

mey dpyi `lye ze`a ze` silgi `ly ,ie`xk daz lk `haie `xwiy ezltza ahid wcwci
`lye ,lirln zeidl jixvy dn rxln `le rxln zeidl jixvy dn lirln mirhi `lye ,dcewp

icil `eaiy lwa ,dl` lkn cg` selga ik ,cxtdl jixvy dn xagi `le xeagl jixvy dn cixti
...mely qg secbe sexg

[A worshiper] must be very well exacting in one’s prayer and must recite and
pronounce each syllable as it appears: so as not to switch one letter with another
letter, and so as not to change any vowel, and so as not to accentuate lirln [on
the penultimate syllable] that which needs to be rxln [accented on the final syl-
lable] or [to accentuate] rxln that which needs to be lirln, and so as not to sepa-
rate that which one needs to connect, and so as not to connect that which one
needs to separate—for, with any one mixup of any of these, one may easily ar-
rive at a cuss or a curse, God forbid... (p. 11)

Although it is not always normative dkld that has been the major impetus behind the
decisions made in arranging the composed melodies provided with this Senior The-
sis-Project, it is noteworthy that what may arguably be a hegemonic system of dkld
apparently agrees with me on the idea that proper pronunciation of liturgical Hebrew
can be important.

74.In general, I have followed the classically taught system of Hebrew pronunciation
taught in grammar courses of the majority of Rabbinical and Cantorial Schools in
North America. This system is described in great detail, and with references, in the
work of Joshua Jacobson (2002, pp. 275-359). Though it is overall more nuanced by
careful attention to the distinction between `p `ey and gp `ey, the proper appropriations
and articulations of ybc and witn, and—in some cases—syllabic stress, the system de-
scribed by Jacobson is nearly identical to the pronunciation of conversational Hebrew
most prominent among modern Israelis.

75.As controversies abound in what the individual texts of zay zlaw are supposed to mean, I in-
tend to cover some of the pertinent debates that do affect how these texts ought be expressed
musically.
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each composition, this introduction has been written to convey some general background

information on:

why I have chosen to compose what I have composed,

how to perform what I have composed, and briefly

where these compositions stand in the scattered history of Jewish liturgical music. 

On the Nature of These Compositions

The melodies I have composed for this Senior Thesis Project are highly metrical and—

thereby—rhythmical and melodic compositions (with some explicit regard even to dynamics and

other features of musical expressivity). Despite being referred to occasionally as “compositions,”

these are not full-fledged “compositions” in the sense of music with complex structures intended

to be performed exclusively by masterful musicians paying careful attention to the artistic nuanc-

es written in with close detail. I will be using both the terms “melodies” and “compositions”

when I am in fact referring only to, as presented here, my original “composed melodies” (as op-

posed to “folk melodies” of unknown origin). 

As presented here, the composed melodies are transcribed in a skeletal structure of the

primary vocal-melody line with optional and often implied (and sometimes minimal) instrument-

al accompaniment arranged for piano. Though I encourage that these composed melodies be per-

formed with some improvisational liberty (changing of keys, occasionally modified pitch-inter-

vals, re-harmonizations, embellishments and variations rhythmic nuances), I have transcribed

these melodies as such that prominent rhythmic (or occasionally melodic) stresses in the music

be simultaneous with and reflective of the syllabic emphases in the words of the text. Therefore,

along with my promotion of improvisation, I also advise that any extemporaneous variation be
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performed carefully and thoughtfully—sacrificing neither textual meaning nor euphonic musical

sensibilities. One goal of these compositions is, not to allow the musical experience to dominate

the textual meaning or vice versa, but to allow the music and the text to complement each other.

In light of both my encouraging of improvisation and my advising of careful attention to proper

musical emphasis of syllabic stress, I have provided—in the audio recordings—several examples

of rhythmic and melodic variations that may appropriately still transmit the original nature of the

original composed melody.

It is worth noting that these composed melodies may at first be challenging (as all new

tunes can be) to lay people (and clergy); however, the composed melodies presented here are in-

tended to be simple enough for a congregation of non-professional singers to grasp either after a

few listens or while the melodies are being introduced. Each melody is purposely repetitive, ge-

nerally containing no more than 3 entirely distinct melodic sentences (and usually containing

fewer). Each melody is intended to articulate overall sentiments expressed in their respective

texts, and the rest of the talking—so to speak—is left to the words of the texts themselves as they

are fitted neatly and respectfully into their musical homes. It is worth emphasizing that com-

posed these works with the intention of them being used as congregational melodies: to become

familiar “congregational melodies.”

On Using These Composed Melodies in χκησψ and, Especially, in the Rhythm of νθοθδδ ♦_β

Although these composed melodies inherently call for a mode of dlitz that deviates from

traditional norms of performance (as discussed in the first chapter), these composed melodies are

still arranged so as to reflect the rhythm of traditional orpree ©̀c.
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Although the word “orpree ©̀c” will not be prominently featured in this paper, a brief defi-

nition and explanation of the term may be necessary. This Yiddish term literally means “to

pray,” and in American usage is frequently Anglicized into “davening,” colloquially often mean-

ing “leading prayer.” The term “orpree ©̀c” can also be used as a gerund—as used in this paper: a

noun referencing a particular traditional mode of prayer common in Ashkenazic communities.

Although orpree ©̀c is not simple to define or to describe, it is useful here to examine the definition

offered by Jeffrey Summit (2000) in The Lord’s Song in a Strange Land—that the process of

orpree ©̀c comprises “the leader introduc[ing] and closing the psalms[, prayers or textual divisions]

using Kabbalat Shabbat nusach” while either “the worshippers basically read through the prayers

almost silently...76 [until] the leader chants the prayer’s hatimah” or there appears a “rumbling

undertone of worshippers davening quickly through the prayers at their own pace, common in

Orthodox prayer” (p. 66). Even though different communities engage in orpree ©̀c at different tem-

pi, this mode of dlitz is marked in many Orthodox (and several traditional albeit non-Orthodox)

dlitz communities by a certain fluidity of phrasing: conjoining that which is sung to that which

is unsung. orpree ©̀c is a paradigm intentionally reflective of and modeled after a natural pace of

reading, which is not present in most other contemporary methods of approaching dlitz. It is my

own suspicion that communities wherein the phrasing and pacing of such orpree ©̀c are absent are

communities wherein the mode of dlitz is not determined by a communally and consensually

76.Missing here but originally in Summit’s text is “often joining in as” (and excluding the word
“until”). Joining in with the ofg is a phenomenon nearly exclusive to zay zlaw and no other
service in liturgically traditionally circles. My own suspicion is that “joining in” occurs during
zay zlaw as a result of many years of communities inspired by Carlebachian service-leading
that has slowed down the tempo of the recitation of the zenizg so as to facilitate congregation-
al singing (during what once was a ofg’s solo singing); I presume that this change was made to
maintain a pace welcoming of unison congregational-singing.
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observed rhythm of quietly reading texts together. Perhaps this comes as a result of a community

not expecting its members to read texts privately (as much as it would be expected that the com-

munity either be listening to the ofg or singing with the ofg). Indeed, outside of liturgically tradi-

tional circles (and sometimes within them77), it is not uncommon for all of the texts of the service

to be intended to be recited out loud (save, perhaps private moments of an dcinr, or a similar pri-

vate and often silent dlitz inviting of extemporaneous meditation—which, timewise, often a-

mounts to a minority of the full dlitz experience).

Although more will be said later about the reasons I have chosen to work on these com-

posed melodies, it is appropriate to note that these tunes are intended to be—and may be utilized

as—a variation of, or alternative to orpree ©̀c. For communities wherein the goal has never been to

engage in orpree ©̀c but to sing texts—as opposed to singing portions of texts (because many pop-

ular congregational melodies are not arranged for entire texts)—singing complete texts to melo-

dies that are structured so as to be consistently sensitive to the meanings of the texts may be seen

as an opportunity to familiarize a congregation with total texts while still accomplishing the ini-

tial goal of singing texts (and now, singing more text[s]). For such a community that comes to

choose for itself a new goal of engaging in orpree ©̀c, these composed melodies may be ideal tran-

sitional stepping stones along a path from a service without orpree ©̀c to a service guided by the i-

deal textual sensitivities of orpree ©̀c. After all, all of the same words intended for meditative con-

sideration during orpree ©̀c appear in the texts of these composed melodies. 

Conversely, a dlitz community that limits its modes of dlitz to orpree ©̀c but has elected

a new goal of engaging in more communal song may be attracted to the idea of singing these par-

77.As discussed briefly in the previous chapter.
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ticular composed melodies that are reflective of the ideal textual sensitivities of orpree ©̀c. Al-

though it is often said that trying to please everyone in the end pleases no one, I do not know of a

community that engages in dlitz in a fashion that I view as ideal. Yet, I do believe firmly in the

Rabbinic principle of “mc̈ ῭ Îl’M ¦n  c ¥nFN ©d ?mk̈g̈ Ed¤fi ¥̀ ,”78 and I believe that, for that reason, there is

something to be learned from the polar philosophies of espousing either only orpree ©̀c or sung

dlitz. With this in mind, I have intended that the composed melodies presented here be not a

compromise but a marriage of the textual sensitivity of orpree ©̀c and the aesthetics of congrega-

tional music.

A Brief Outline of ψξ ψκϖ

The service of zay zlaw, most likely innovated in 16th Century Safed in the Land of Is-

rael by Lurianic Kabbalists,79 is most commonly defined today in Orthodox and liturgically “tra-

ditional” circles80 as:

Sometimes a reading of mixiyd xiy,

Often, the heit known by its opening words “ytp cici,”

•

•

78.This principle is attributed to `nef-oa in `:c zea` iwxt.
79.Hammer, 2003, p. 13.
80.By “traditional” circles, I refer to dlitz communities in which one common belief is that the

liturgy in the mixeciq that they use represents the same complete or nearly complete liturgical
canon that was used in Jewish communities for at least a century before the dlkyd.
It is perhaps noteworthy that in The Lord’s Song in a Strange Land, Summit garners from in-
terviews with students who attend the Conservative service at the Hillel Center of Tufts Uni-
versity, who feel that “the fact that most of th[e] service is in Hebrew [helps to] define this
service as ‘traditional’” (p. 66). On the other hand, the Israeli Progressive Movement’s xeciq,
Ha-avodah She-ba-lev (1981), entirely in Hebrew but with non-traditional choices of liturgi-
cal passages to include in zay zlaw (such as Psalm 150 on p. 67), does not qualify as what I
mean here by a traditional xeciq.
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Always Psalms 95-99,

Always Psalm 29,

Often, the heit known by its opening words “gka `p`,”

Always, the heit known by its opening words “icec dkl” (followed by a short line recited to

greet those in mourning—usually “m¦i«̈lẄExi ¦e oFI ¦v  i¥l ¥a£̀  x ῭ èW  KFz èA  m¤k §z ¤̀  m ¥g©pèi  mFwÖ ©d”),

Always Psalms 92 and 93,

Always mezi yicw,

Always, passages for study: generally, the zeipyn of Chapter 2 of zay zkqn and, from the

ilaa cenlz, a passage from `"r cq zekxa, and

Always opaxc yicw.

I have not composed anything for mixiyd xiy out of my respect for and appreciation of

the numerous cantillation traditions for the minrh which already create a grammatical parsing of

the verses.81 Having said that, I have provided compositions here for all of the other texts men-

tioned above, excepting the study texts, the line recited to greet mourners (“...mFwÖ ©d”), “gka `p`,”

and either yicw. As plenty of melodies for each of these texts already circulate, it may be useful

to explain in, still some more detail, why I chose to create these composed melodies at all.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

81.Jacobson, 2002, pp. 22-24.
It is also of note that the majority of Ashkenazic traditions for chanting mixiyd xiy work a-
round, according to Jacobson, a modal scale very similar to that of the jln 'd motifs in gqep
fpky`. For the melodic patterns of the phrase-units of minrh in one such tradition, see Jacob-
son, 2002, pp. 781-784. Similarly, for this tradition’s scale, see p. 785. Notably, just as there
are difficulties in the idea of placing jln ‡d into a scale (as has been described in the first
chapter of this Senior Thesis-Project), some Jewish musicologists also argue that there are dif-
ficulties in creating a scalar analysis for minrh.
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Why Compose?

One might imagine that several shelves of sheet music that fill the Jewish Music Center

of the Library at the Jewish Theological Seminary or that the plethora of tunes I encounter when

attending services would convince me (or would convince others who compose Jewish liturgical

music) that there are already enough great and diverse tunes for anything that any synagogue

will ever sing. While I cannot speak on behalf of other composers,82 I can speak briefly of my

own subjective reasons for and tastes in composition.

In short, I have been inspired to compose these melodies because I often reflect on a

chain of the five following thoughts:

An educated interaction with the original language—more so than a vernacular translation—

of prayer texts can hold very powerful meanings83 (regardless of whether anyone before that

individual reader has ever interpreted these texts as such). The process of an interpretive inter-

action with the original text, I believe, produces a profoundly more authentic84 interaction

1.

82.To guess others’ intentions: I can mention that the Jewish tradition, as far back as the Bible,
values creativity in song with a divine purpose. The Book of mildz alone contains 6 referenc-
es to a verbatim “ycg xiy” sung for God (33:3, 40:4; 96:1, 98:1, 144:9, and 149:1). 
Then again, the root of the word “xiy” also refers to poetry—not only song. Furthermore, I
can comfortably suspect that not all composers of Jewish liturgical music write solely out of a
sense of aeig to fulfill the demands of such words as “W®̈cg̈ xi¬¦W dëdi© †l Exi ¦́W” (96:1).

83.It is worth noting that S. Baer (1901) writes, “lldne lltzn ̀ edy dn zrcle oiadl jixv lltznd
...eiztyn `iveny dn lk eala oiekiy jixve ,e`xea iptl” (“A worshiper must understand and know
what one is pleaing and exulting before the Creator, and [a worshiper] must intend in one’s
heart all that [the worshiper] emits from one’s lips...”) (p. 10). From this it may be argued that
a normative system of dkld may demand comprehension of liturgical Hebrew and Aramaic.

84.Although the definition of what is or is not “authentic” may be to a degree subjective, Summit
(2000) writes of “certain students [who] attend [the Tufts Hillel Conservative service] occa-
sionally or when they want to say Kaddish [Summit’s italics] on the observance of the anni-
versary of a relative’s death. These students are less familiar with the service [than those who
attend regularly] but view the service as ‘more authentic’ than the Reform service at Tufts,”
partially in light of the service being mostly in Hebrew (p. 66).
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with texts than may be derived from their translations because all translations are—by na-

ture—interpretations themselves.

For Jews who have difficulty comprehending or reading Hebrew,85 ritualistic recitations of

Hebrew prayer formulae through a singable melody recurring in the liturgical cycle facilitate

an aural and oral familiarity with the Hebrew. When matching up familiar phonemes with He-

brew letters on a page, one is able to reenforce Hebrew-reading capabilities.

Congregations with whom I have prayed (and even those congregations where Hebrew has

been well-understood) have often sung melodies not composed with the intention of allowing

proper grammatical parsing or syllabic emphasis of the Hebrew text86 (even though congre-

gants often are unaware of this); furthermore, many of these congregations have often sung

melodies that, to my ears, do not fit the “feeling” of the text.

I am sometimes uncomfortable when contributing to liturgical music that feels not as though it

is fitting the text’s words but as if the music is actually dominating whatever power is left in

those words whose meanings remain unrecognized by congregations unfamiliar with Hebrew.

Rather than stick to a model that can frustrate me at times, I would prefer to create a different

service where the focus becomes not solely the spiritual experience of singing, but a spiritual

experience that comprises (1) a rhythmic sensitivity to the Hebrew texts so as to allow the

2.

3.

4.

5.

85.By my use of the term “Hebrew” in this general introduction, I mean: Hebrew, Aramaic or
whatever language it is in which the text at hand has been written originally but remains fo-
reign to the Jew in the pew.

86.Mark Kligman (2001) writes that Rabbi Shlomo “Carlebach, in fact, explained that the melo-
dies came to him first, and only then did he scan the prayer book or the Bible to find the
words to fit them” (pp. 100-101). Writing in 1959, Eric Offenbacher explains that Carlebach
would “take[] his pre-fabricated tunes and open[] a Tanach to ‘attune’ them... to a suitable
phrase” (p. 55). Even with knowledge of this methodology and the potential value that the spi-
ritual tendencies of Hasidism (or pseudo-Hasidism) may place on text alone and the process
of creating music, I still question if many of Carlebach’s melodies do fit the words.
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worshiper time to contemplate the meanings of the text87 and (2) melodies that have the “feel”

of many of the sentiments expressed in the texts.

As a proactive Jew and musician, I chose to take on the task of creating this service in the

summer of 2007, under the inspiration of encountering a library’s wealth of curious prayer books

(namely, the collection at the JTS Library) containing texts which I had never heard sung in a

synagogue and had never seen in any other publications. Inspired also by the thought that Jewish

communities who do not engage in orpree ©̀c would probably never come across these texts, and—

knowing both the reality (rather than the ideals) of orpree ©̀c styles and the polar opposite of Ha-

sidic singing—many Jews who had encountered these texts before me probably have never

meaningfully read these texts (when these texts are unto themselves, I feel, are poetic gems and

the evidence of an evolving tradition). While the quietude of orpree ©̀c perhaps permitted some to

reflect on the texts (knowing the fast paces at which orpree ©̀c often realistically, not ideally, takes

place), Hasidic song for many of these liturgical pieces have often left me unable to grasp the

meanings of the texts and incapable of feeling like I can access the words through the music. In

order for me to find a medium through which to experience the meaning of these texts, I chose to

compose for these obscure texts and realized that, in order to do so, I should do similar justice to

those texts which had theretofore been more familiar to me.

A few years ago, I wrote a hopeful article for The Koach E-Zine88 in which I promised to

87.For the purposes of such a liturgical experience, I would certainly encourage the study of He-
brew to worshipers who do not comprehend Hebrew; however, again for the purposes of this
sort of liturgical experience, I (as someone who speaks Hebrew nearly fluently) find myself
frequently in the position of referring to—and highly recommend praying from—a xeciq with
a translation into one’s vernacular alongside the Hebrew text.

88.This is the article “Contemporary Music for Contemporary Jews” as listed in the Cited
Sources.
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release an album by December 2008 of my own musical arrangements for zay zlaw—hoping to

include both those more familiar texts and these more obscure texts; however, I worked on this

project on and off somewhat inconsistently through the next two and a half years of college and

never recorded such an album. While I did not complete the project by the end of my Junior

Year, I also had never lost sight of completing this project, and this remained a close goal of

mine. So, at the encouragement of List College Deans Rebecca Grabiner and Shuly Rubin

Schwartz and the suggestion that I would be able to contribute a musical work as a Thesis-Pro-

ject, I was delighted to find an impetus to complete this project of mine in whatever fashion

could satisfy the academic requirements of a Senior Thesis, could satisfy my personal goals, and

could satisfy all other Jews to whom these modes and media of worship may appeal.

Why Congregational Melodies?

If motivating worshipers to engage in further Jewish ritual and to become more literate in

traditional Jewish texts is a goal of the composed melodies presented here, then much can be said

regarding those pros and cons of congregational melodies. It may be useful to make two charts of

the matter. First, the advantages I see in congregational melodies—alongside secondary advan-

tages that are side effects to those primary advantages:

PRIMARY ADVANTAGES SECONDARY ADVANTAGES

Congregational melodies are pedagogically benefi-
cial, giving a tool for remembering the phonemes,
words, phrases, verses and entireties of the Hebrew
texts.

In facilitating or encouraging the pronunciation of
and familiarization with the Hebrew words, these
congregational melodies can encourage worshipers
to engage in further study of Hebrew or such He-
brew texts.

The melodies may be exciting or powerful, perhaps
so much as to create inherently religiously inspir-
ing experiences.

The excitement of the worship experience  result-
ing from such congregational melodies can encour-
age worshipers to learn to lead services with these
melodies.
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PRIMARY ADVANTAGES SECONDARY ADVANTAGES

Using a melody familiar to a congregation allows a
ofg to aid, aside from to lead, congregants as they
sing; this reenforces the congregants’ familiarity
with a text that Ashkenazic communities in the past
may have erroneously presumed may be read
meaningfully in a dlitz community only by a ofg
or choir. A congregational melody gives the ldw
the opportunities both to serve on its own behalf
(similar to the notion of the xeaiv z/gily as a literal
“emissary on behalf of the congregation”) and to
increase its self-confidence in fluency of Jewish ri-
tualistic texts.

If a congregational melody can successfully gather
the voices of every member of the congregation to
sing together, then this musical experience is cer-
tainly a powerful statement for a community: per-
haps reminiscent of Biblical imagery of Moses and
all of the Children of Israel singing the Song of the
Sea (as described in gi-` :eh zeny) or of all present
breaths of life singing God’s praise (as described in
e :pw milidz).

And, on the other hand, congregational melodies also have disadvantages with side ef-

fects that can lead to secondary cons:

PRIMARY DISADVANTAGES SECONDARY DISADVANTAGES

Congregational melodies, as Jewish communities
have canonized them into their repertoire, may do
damage to grammatical, spiritual, literal or tradi-
tional understandings of the texts by virtue of mu-
sical misinterpretations of one or more aspects of
the texts. (However, this is a threat of all musical
modes of text-based dlitz; any musical adaptation
of a text may be, in multiple senses, incongruous
with an appropriate proper reading of the text.)

The belief that—no matter who is leading them—a
congregation’s beloved tunes will always satisfy
the musical tastes of a congregation is an aesthetic-
ally dangerous thought. If mipfg without musical in-
tuition or training continually lead a congregation
in melodies presumed to be well-known (but are in
fact not mastered by any one member of the con-
gregation itself), then a communal lack of musical
mastery or memory can eventually lead to the mu-
sical disintegration of the original melodies. That
is, if a congregational melody becomes an oral tra-
dition among musically incapable Jews, then the
melody will certainly change over time, suffering
eventual from an entropy of aesthetics.
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PRIMARY DISADVANTAGES SECONDARY DISADVANTAGES

The ritualizing of a melody, especially one intend-
ed to be sung frequently and by a collective that is
presumably untrained in singing, has the potential
to lose whatever “freshness” or spiritual essence
that had been intended to be part of the singing ex-
perience.

A cultural emphasis on the use of congregational
melodies in the same culture that stresses the anti-
quity and beauty of the solo fpky` gqep arguably
pushes fpky` gqep aside ultimately.
Furthermore, Tarsi notes that, especially in the
context of zay zlaw, orpree ©̀ c in accordance with
fpky` gqep with the intertwining of a few congrega-
tional melodies or advanced solo zepfg (especially
for “icec dkl” and other highlights within liturgi-
cally traditionally communities) creates a dlitz ex-
perience that is multi-dimensional and not “flat,”
or restricted to the single-dimensionalism of a ser-
vice that, for example, is sung congregationally in
its entirety. A gradual or entire devaluing of gqep
fpky` can lead to the flattening of dlitz into a mo-
nolithic and dulled mode of dlitz whereby congre-
gational melodies do not remain innovative or ex-
citing as originally planned but become the new
status quo. (Personal communication with Boaz
Tarsi.)
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PRIMARY DISADVANTAGES SECONDARY DISADVANTAGES

Congregational melodies have the potential to be-
come over-prioritized in the minds of the worship-
ers and thereby misconstrued as religious experi-
ences that alone are superior to whatever experi-
ences the texts alone may be intended to convey.

Believing that a ofg need not be vocally well-
trained so long as the ofg is familiar with melodies
a ldw can sing in unison with the ofg may threaten
the vocal cords of a vocally untrained ofg (and the
vocal cords of a ldw singing in a style similar to
that of the ofg). Voice specialists and singers edu-
cated in vocal health are aware that, though it does
not take a good singer to emit a note, there are
ways to sing that damage one’s vocal cords—and
certain detrimental vocal methods often seem intui-
tive or natural to untrained singers.
Voice abuse (such as singing or speaking without
the training of relaxation techniques and developed
muscle strength) can lead to several vocal prob-
lems. Among such damages common among
“[p]rofessional [v]oice [u]sers” are vocal polyp
folds, nodules, submucosal cysts, granulomas, vo-
cal fold scars, Reinke’s edema, sulcus vocalis, vo-
cal fold hemorrhages, and others (Sataloff, 2009).
While I have heard voice abuse in the singing of
untrained (and trained) mipfg, the worst cases in lit-
urgical contexts I have heard have been raucous
zexinf sung (or shouted) as “gex” at gatherings of
such Jewish youth settings as United Synagogue
Youth or Camp Ramah, the latter of which Cantor
Pinchas Spiro considers “the lowest common
denominator in Jewish [music]” (p. 6). As a USY
staffperson, I find that these gex sessions lead to
voice-loss among many youth and staff after such
group weekends, trips and retreats. Though music
is generally more subdued at zay zlaw, I some-
times feel a thin gap between “gex” session shout-
ing and those vocally abusive techniques of an o-
verexcited ofg equipped with congregational melo-
dies. While untrained singers are entitled to remain
untrained, it is negligently harmful to establish an
untrained singer as a regular ofg. Since such a de-
mand can only be made only if the melodic de-
mands upon a ofg are simple enough for every lay
Jew to attempt, I blame congregational melodies
(not musically sophisticated zepfg) for  Jewish
communities where improperly trained mipfg are
prone to damage their vocal cords.
Notably, Baer (1901) ruled: “,ezltza elew mixi `l
zexinfa elit`e” (“A worshiper must not shout dur-
ing one’s prayer, even during zexinf”) (p. 11).
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In light of both the good and bad qualities of congregational melodies, I cannot say that

congregational melodies inherently gain or lose my favor. I believe that a congregational melody

has the potential to be beautiful or ugly and that a congregational melody can create a communi-

ty that is either inspired or misled. The full value of a congregational melody can only be as-

sessed by what is made of it by a ldw, and it is my hope that any ldw that chooses to incorporate

the composed melodies presented here will use them well (and in good health).

A Prescription for Healthy Congregational Melodies:

How I Wrote These Compositions & How To Use Them

Immediately below, I write something of a list explaining how I have composed these

melodies. When read between the lines, one may also derive my ideas on what I feel are the ideal

and most meaningful formats for congregational melodies:

Song texts make the most sense to me when the rhythm of the song reflects the way that I

would speak the song’s words.89 Therefore, I have ensured that the rhythms of these compo-

sitions enable proper syllabic accentuation and syntactical division of their texts.

Because I do not generally repeat words or phrases when I pray quietly, I did not compose a-

nything that would require the repetition of words or phrases.90

1.

2.

89.Baer (1901) writes, “didi m` xacn didy enk exeac idi `l` ,i`cn xzei zeaza jeyni `le jix`i `l...
dywa epnn ywal xye jln iptl cner” (“[A worshiper] may not lengthen or drag syllables too
much; rather, the worshiper’s speech should be as if one were speaking—as if one were stand-
ing before a sovereign or official in order to request a certain request”) (p. 11). Baer’s expec-
tation is that there be something almost speechlike even within the musicalizing of dlitz.

90.Notably, there are points in Jewish liturgy when certain words, phrases or verses are tradition-
ally repeated (which, for the sake of clarification, I also repeat). The most widespread “core”
texts of zay zlaw contains no traditions of repeated words though.
While I did not compose and mostly do not endorse the repetition of phrases, people who
choose to use any of these composed melodies will most likely be free to adapt the composed
melodies as they wish—repeating phrases, repeating verses, and such. 
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As I try to focus solely on the words of the prayers (and their meanings), I composed with

few intentional instances of sung vocables. The most noticeable exception to this rule of

thumb perhaps comes into play in my “ytp cici” which contains extensively held (or split) fi-

nal syllables (or vocables for those wishing not or unable to hold the final syllables for so

long), which, to be discussed in greater depth in its own commentary, I use as a transitional

passage between strophes—reflective of a notion of reading, aside from the words on a page,

the spaces between words, lines or strophes. These spaces may be read in different ways: for

example, breaths or moments of meditation.91

As someone who focuses on textual interactions with dlitz, I frequently have a personal bias

against vocables. As a musician, I certainly appreciate singing and the aesthetics of commu-

nal song and find music-making (with or without words) to be a spiritual experience; howe-

ver, I find myself anxious or bored when singing vocables during dlitz because I feel as if I

am telling God and myself almost nothing intelligible (even if I very much like singing). Yet,

I realize that, were I not a musician and somebody who can sit down with an instrument and

make wordless music frequently, I would probably appreciate the vocables in dlitz more;

however, it is still my belief that vocables should be minimal in textually-intensive dlitz set-

tings. I feel that there is still more to be gained spiritually from the experience of singing the

complexities of text than from the spiritual experience of singing unintelligible syllables.

I very much enjoy the idea of dlitz as a time for words of prayer and study: a conversation

3.

91.In mipdk zxez, a work of dkld yxcn attributed to the early 3rd century, it is recognized that tra-
ditional zexteq separates the end of zeny xtq and the beginning of `xwie xtq with several
blank lines. A seemingly anonymous rabbinic voice asks and answers, “zewqtd eid dn ike
...oiprl oipr oiae dyxtl dyxt oia opeazdl dynl geix ozil ?zeynyn” (“For what purpose are breaks
placed? In order to give space for dyn to meditate between one pericope and another pericope
and between one matter and another matter...”) (h:` `zyxt).
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between God and me; I speak words to God when I pray, and God speaks words to me when

I study. Perhaps it is for this reason that I prefer to maximize the textual experience of dlitz

and to minimize vocables that may take away from moments of what I conceive as articulate

interactions with the Divine.92

As may be clear by now, I enjoy engaging with Hebrew and Aramaic texts during dlitz. I

believe it to be important to gain something from prayer, and I would simultaneously encour-

age non-Hebrew speakers to rely on a translation into one’s own vernacular; however, be-

cause I presume that further immersion into and comprehension of the original Hebrew or A-

ramaic can bring one closer to—aside from an authentic tradition—independence as a Jew, I

have composed only for zay zlaw texts that are written in Hebrew or Aramaic.93

Because I appreciate fpky` gqep, I composed with the intention of creating congregational

melodies that mimic the scales, modes and motifs of zay zlaw in accordance with gqep

fpky`.

4.

5.

92.That being said, I have often heard it recommended that, when introducing a new congre-
gational melody during a service, one should sing through the melody at least once with vo-
cables (and not the actual words for which this melody has been intended). If the introduction
of a new congregational melody is a spontaneous decision of the ofg, then this method would
be helpful. However, since I prefer to minimize vocables in dlitz, I am happy to recommend
methods for teaching melodies conceived before the start of a service without using vocables
during dlitz: (1) holding a session to teach new melodies to be used soon in the congregation;
(2) distributing recordings of the new melodies via CDs, mp3s, etc.; (3) introducing new me-
lodies as mipebip before dlitz; or (4) distributing sheet music of the tunes (since people who
cannot read standard sheet music often can decipher the basic visuals of when pitches get
higher or lower or when a note holds longer or shorter). (I thank H. L. Miller Cantorial School
student Hillary Blank for the last three recommendations.) Although I do not recommend it, it
is indeed possible to begin singing the composition with its words and hope that—on account
of the repetitive nature of the tunes—people will catch on to the melodies (and I have found
that the results are sometimes gradually positive, and—to that extent—successful).

93.In light of this (as well as time and current personal taste), I have not composed for any Eng-
lish or contemporary-vernacular translations or adaptations of, or readings for or meditations
on zay zlaw liturgy.
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I enjoy the aesthetics of dlitz sung without a microphone, and I appreciate the aesthetics of

dlitz text without the dominance of musical instruments. Therefore, I did not make careful

arrangements of any of these compositions for musical instruments other than the human

voice and minimal instrumental accompaniment arranged for piano. The harmonies implied

by the piano arrangement are harmonic recommendations for people who wish to sing these

composed melodies in harmonies or to supplement pitched instruments.

In light of the fact that I strongly believe that repetition helps one learn, these compositions

are essentially texts fitted into repeated rhythmic motifs that fit the syllables of the text, and

melodic motifs that match the underlying meanings of the text.

On the other hand, because I also believe that repetition can make a ritual “stale,” the sheet

music and the recordings of these compositions (different but very similar) must themselves

be understood as guidelines or blueprints rather than exact copies of what should be sung. I

encourage all melodic variation that matches the textual meanings and the moods of the me-

lodies, and I encourage all rhythmic variation that keeps the text intelligible from a  musical

perspective. Of course, I encourage all variation to be executed in a manner that would not

throw off the congregation that expects to be able to follow the ofg. I approve of and encour-

age all improvisation according to the guidelines of my composition principles for these par-

ticular melodies.

I have attempted to arrange these composed melodies such that, when performed altogether

in a traditional sequence (and hopefully in the sequence of mixeciq that are not liturgically

traditional), the end of one work flows very naturally into the beginning of the subsequent

work, reflective of the natural flow of one text into another during orpree ©̀c.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Liturgically non-traditional mixeciq may include variant texts or excerpts from the texts for

which I have arranged these works. For dlitz communities wherein such texts are to be

used, I would highly encourage creative rearranging and refitting of the words to the melodic

patterns and motifs that define the structure of the individual composed melodies.

Alternatively, I realize that congregations who choose to use these composed melodies may

choose not to use each of these composed melodies for an entire service. I have arranged

these composed melodies such that each may stand alone as its own segment of whatever

combination of musical selections are included in whatever combination of modes of wor-

ship. I have intended that these composed melodies may be sung either independently of

their subsequent and consequent texts or flowing from their subsequent and into their conse-

quent texts.

Through adherence to these beliefs, tastes, and intentions of mine regarding ideal congre-

gational melodies, I hope to have designed a meaningful94 medium through which to approach

the texts of zay zlaw.

On the Commentaries of the Compositions

The commentaries on the following pages follow a general format of:

Presenting the text at hand (which, in the case of Psalmic texts, is based off of the transcrip-

tions in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia [Elliger & Rudolph, 1997]) as well as an original

10.

•

94.It may be worth stressing that these melodies, intending to reflect the meanings of the texts,
may be deemed less rhythmically, melodically or even emotionally exciting than many other
congregational melodies that have been sung in synagogues during recent decades. Many set-
tings put these words to music that I find too aggressive or too excited to be able to reflect
God’s  compassion, to allow the worshiper to imagine God’s love, to produce images of flora
and fauna under a divine influence, or to enable the participating Jew to meditate on the (often
philosophically or mystically complex) notions which the texts of zay zlaw seek to convey.
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translation that is purposely more literal than reflective of comprehensible English (so as to en-

courage the study and comprehension of the texts in their original language);

A listing of variants that both change the meaning of the text as originally presented and appear

in early versions or popular versions of the text at hand; and

Comments on how the composed melody at hand parallels other musical expressions of these

texts within fpky` gqep—and comments both on the structure of the composed melody (in terms

of repetitions) and on how the composed melody intends to reflect the meaning of the text.

Also of note is that much of my understanding of these texts’ meanings and histories

must be credited to my studies with Robert Scheinberg in the course “Liturgy of Shabbat and

Three Festivals” during the Spring of 2009; similarly, I credit my understanding of Neo-Platonic

and Kabbalistic interpretations of these texts to my studies with Eitan Fishbane in the courses of

“Jewish Philosophical Texts” during the Fall of 2009 and “Jewish Mysticism In the 20th Centu-

ry” during the current Spring of 2010.

While the commentaries are comprehensive studies of neither the composed melodies at

hand nor the history of musical settings for the texts at hand, it is my  hope that these commenta-

ries do suffice in introducing some of the thought processes behind understanding the totality of

the texts in their history and in my recommendations for how they be sung now.

On the Sheet Music for the Composed Melodies

Sheet music, by its nature of being printed, may convey a state of being in a final form;

however, the sheet music presented here are mere skeletal outlines of these composed melodies.

The melodies may be sung differently from how they are presented in the sheet music so long as

(1) the alterations in their performance are based on what the sheet music or the recordings pre-

•

•
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sent and (2) the alterations ultimately maintain the same sensitivity to the meaning of the text

that has been conveyed in these composed melodies.

On the Recordings

These recordings are not intended solely for listening for the sake of listening to artful or

entertaining music. At the same time, they are also not intended to be solely instructional; that is,

their sole purpose is not to be the exact guidelines of how properly to sing the composed melo-

dies. Rather, these recordings are intended to be (hopefully pleasing) renditions of one of many

possible ways of singing the composed melodies properly. Again, as I encourage improvisation

(especially rhythmically and with regards to instrumentation when there is instrumentation),

these recordings represent just one of many ways to sing these texts meaningfully.

A Synthesis: Putting It All Together

To many, what I am presenting may not seem like a new mode of worship, and I would a-

gree. That being said, I have never heard of a through-composed, metrical, series of congrega-

tional melodies for zay zlaw that attempt both 1) to be reflective of the underlying overall mean-

ings of each text and 2) to place the musical rhythms in line with proper syllabic emphasis. That

being said, dlitz communities do not always select melodies by their meaningfulness. The fu-

ture of these, or any, melodies probably do not lie in proper syllabic emphasis, correct parsing, or

a meaningful musical translation of the worshipers’ private or public textual interpretations or in-

teractions. Where Hebrew comprehension and Hebrew speaking are not goals, or where orpree ©̀c

is not an expectation, how well the music reflects grammatical forms or ritual meanings of the
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text will not be the factors that determine whether or not these composed melodies will be uti-

lized as (or ever become familiar) “congregational melodies”

If my intentions behind composing these congregational melodies could be summed up

into two goals, they would be as follows:

To encourage those who have never interacted with texts of zay zlaw before to become seri-

ously engaged in these texts in the communal medium of composed melodies that are sensitive

to the nuance of the texts’ words; and

To encourage those who do feel a personal interaction with the text of zay zlaw via the medi-

um of orpree ©̀c to experience the texts, in a communal fashion, through the interpretive melo-

dies provided here.

Through this Senior Thesis-Project, it has not been my goal or expectation that these spe-

cific melodies or any approximate renditions of them become widespread. I have composed these

melodies because of my religious and aesthetic principles that make me wish for better dlitz ex-

periences—ones that are communal, musical, somewhat traditional and very centralized around

the words of the liturgy. I am equally thankful for my musical and creative inclinations as I am

for the opportunity to have worked on this Senior Thesis-Project. I like each melody I have pro-

vided here and find this collection meaningful; however, my real hope is that this Senior Thesis-

Project will inspire further conversation on how different dlitz communities can better their

worship, and I hope that such dialogue will inspire change. It is my hope that this Senior Thesis-

Project, as well as future discussions on how to restructure troublesome aspects of communal

dlitz, will result in a greater understanding of the ideals of dlitz in contemporary Jewish com-

munities. And most importantly, I hope that such conversations on redesigning dlitz experienc-

1.

2.
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es will see the birth of new dlitz practices that try to answer all those needs of modern worship-

ers—musical or otherwise.
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 "ytp cici"                     wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 “Beloved of the Soul” with commentary by Jonah Rank 
Beloved of the Soul, Parent—the Granter of Mercy,

Draw Your servant into Your will.

Your servant will sprint like a deer,

Bowing towards the conjoining of Your glory.

Your endearment  pleases the servant

More than honey of a comb, or any taste.

Glorious: beautiful is the radiance of the world;

My soul is sick for Your love.

Please, God, please: please heal my soul

By showing it the pleasure of Your radiance.

So, grasp and heal—

Then shall You have a servant eternally.

Ancient One, may Your mercies awaken;

Have pity, please, upon the child, Your endearer.

For this much has this child yearningly yearned—

To see the glory  of Your strength.

Please, my God, Desire of My Heart,

Be tangible please,  and do not hide.

Reveal Yourself please, and spread— Favored One—

Upon me the shelter of Your peace.

Luminous will the earth be of Your substance—

We will be joyous, and we will be glad in You:

Quickly, Loved,  for here comes the appointed time,

So grant me  Your grace as the days of eternity. 

,on̈£g ©xd̈  a ῭  ,W ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi
 KŸW èn.Kp̈Fv èx  l ¤̀  LC̈ §a ©r

KC̈ §a ©r uExï,lÏ ©̀  Fn èM 
 lEn  l ¤̀  d¤e£g ©Y §W¦i.Kẍc̈£d

 Fl  a ©x¡r¤i,Kz̈Eci ¦cèi
.m ©r «̈hÎl’k èe  sEv  z ¤t«ŸP ¦n

,ml̈Frd̈  ei ¦f  d ¤̀ p̈  xEcd̈
 z©lFg  i ¦W §t©p.Kz̈ä£d ©̀

,Dl̈ `p̈ `ẗ èx  ̀ p̈  l ¥̀  ̀ P̈ ῭
 m ©r«Ÿp Dl̈ zF` §x ©d èA.Këi ¦f

,` ¥R ©x §z ¦z èe  w¥G ©g §z ¦Y  f ῭
.ml̈Fr  z ©g §t ¦W  K̈l  dz̈èid̈ èe

 wi ¦zë,Li«¤n£g ©x En¡d¤i
`p̈  qEg èe l ©r .Kä£dF` o ¥A

 d¤f  i ¦M,s ©q §k¦p  sŸq §k¦p  dÖ ©M
z ¤x«¤̀ §t ¦z èA zF` §x¦l .KG̈ ªr

,i ¦A¦l  c ©n §g ©n ,i¦l ¥̀  ,`P̈ ῭
`P̈  dẄE «g èe.mN̈ ©r §z ¦Y  l ©̀ èe 

 ,UŸx §tE `p̈ d¥lB̈ ¦d,ai ¦a£g
 z©M ªqÎz ¤̀  i©lr̈.Kn̈Fl èW

 u ¤x«¤̀  xi ¦̀ Ÿ,Kc̈Fa èM ¦n
.KÄ  dg̈ èn §U¦p èe dl̈i«¦bp̈

 x ¥d ©naEd ῭,c¥rFn ̀ ä  i ¦M 
i¦p«¥P ’g èe.ml̈Fr  i ¥ni ¦M 
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Variants

Variants among the text of “y ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi” are fairly numerous; however, they generally derive

from the same three questions:

How should one decipher the letters of the text of the earliest manuscript?95 This proves a

challenging question due to the general muddiness of what has resulted from Rabbi El’azer

Azikri’s handwriting.

Is the theology evoked in those earliest versions of this text suitable for conventional or com-

munal Judaism? Azikri, a Kabbalist, held ideas about God that were not only unpopular a-

mong the majority of Jewish communities but were also seen as heretical (perhaps well-evi-

denced in his manuscript’s reference to this heit as a “dad`l wyge cegil dywa,” when the uni-

fication of the human soul with the Divine is a clearly and exclusively mystical ideal). Even

when there is no dispute over what the words are that Azikri penned, various authorities have

differently evaluated the appropriateness of what he wrote.

How should words in pausal form be pronounced? Sephardic traditions and several modern

Ashkenazic traditions have agreed that (if using z as a substitute for any letter preceding the

j) a pausal “jz-” form should be vocalized as “KŸ-;” however, many Ashkenazic traditions

have written that the pausal should be pronounced—in accordance with the Masoretic Biblical

tradition—as “L«¤z-.” Although both are valid forms of understanding how pausals should

work, the classical Sephardic answer to this question does create a more fluid rhyme scheme

than the common Ashkenazic rendering (especially at the word KÄ, which is vocalized univer-

sally as “KÄ”).

1.

2.

3.

95. See Figure 4 in the Appendix.
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According to the text used above, if each strophe is divided into 6 lines (as delineated above),

then excluding all ultra-short vowels (namely all `eey and shg vowels), each line of “y ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi”

contains no fewer than 6 and no greater than 8 syllables. Including certain variant readings (for

example, “L«¤Gªr  z ¤x«¤̀ §t ¦z èA  dẍ ¥d èn  zF` §x¦l”) maintains the heit’s 6-syllable minimum but expands the

maximum to 10 syllables. As it remains unclear what should be the number of syllables per stro-

phe or line—or even if such a pattern exists—this commentary will not deal with how variants

affect the sum total of syllables in lines or strophes (even if the subject would be of interest to a

ohiit).

For “y ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi,” many variants do exist; however, the ones of primary concern here are

those that change either the fundamental rhythm of the heit or the meaning of the heit:

−Κ♠≤οΕυ èω  κ ≤_  Κ èΒ ƒ♦θ.−ϑ♣οΕυ èω  κ ≤_  ϑ ♣Β ƒ♦θ  Κ èΒ ƒ♦θ  τ∆ω♣η.ϑ ♣Β ƒ♦θ τ∆ω♣η −Κ♠≤ω ♣β′χ.−ϑ♣ω ♣β′χ −Κ♠≤ψ♣′χ ♦_.−ϑ ♣ψ♣′χ ♦_ −Κ♠≤δη ∞ε. ƒϑ♣δη ∞ε

−Κ♠≤Φ♥θ.−ϑ♣Φ♥θ _♣Ο χ ♣π∆ ♠φ èδ._♣ο π∆ ♠φ èδ −Κ ♠≤µΕκ èς.−ϑ ♣µΕκ èς −Κ ♠≤βΕ èΛ ∞µ.−ϑ ♣βΕ èΛ ∞µ

Although almost all textual variants of “y ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi” lead to altered rhythms in the phrasing

of the text, these nine particular pairs of variants do not change the meaning of the texts at hand

(and for that reason, no translation is provided immediately above). The Sephardic tradition of

the K ©Y-type endings enable rxln pronunciations for these concluding words while the alterna-

tives enable lirln accentuation. Of these two trends, the rxln endings are more consistent than

the attempts at lirln vocalization—especially in that “KÄ” (appearing in both traditions) in the fi-

nal strophe neither rhymes with, nor carries that rxln status of, the remainder of the tradition of

the rxln-pausals. In light of noticing smoother flow, it can be argued that the lirln tendency was

perhaps Azikri’s intended pronunciation of these words. With regard to my own concern for the
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consistency of syllabic and rhythmic flow, the melody I have composed for “y ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi” is intended

to be sung to the lirln-heavy text. Indeed, the rxln-intensive text can still fit the melody I have

composed, but the rhythm with which the composed melody moves may be an overall more awk-

ward fit to the rxln text.

+Κη♠≤ψΕβη ∞βèη.+ϑ ♣ψ∆βη ∞βèη  — Your endearment/Your endeared ones

The lirln-focused text concentrates on the worshiper’s infatuation with the love of the

Divine whereas Li«¤zEci ¦cèi evokes the worshiper’s pleasure in all whom God endears.

Grammatically, the plural Li«¤zFci ¦cèi should be preceded by the phrase “Fl  a ©x¡r¤i” and the fe-

minine Kz̈Eci ¦cèi should be preceded by “Fl  a ©x¡r ¤Y,” so the word “a ©x¡r¤i” remains ultimately at odds

with either traditional rendering of the pausal word.

The theme of God’s love—more so than human love—is a central principle of zewiac and

the Kabbalistic conception of the zay as a time when the Jew’s soul may enter the feminine

dxitq of dpiky and join the masculine zx`tz. Yet, Neo-Platonic Jewish thought—rehashed in

dlaw—does focus on the One-ness of all that exists, as if all people (along with all of reality) is

an emanation of the One God. If God’s love and God’s loved ones then are all part of the One-

ness that is God, then “Li«¤zFci ¦cèi” may be a more removed expression of “Kz̈Eci ¦cèi.” Or they may be

One in the same.

−λ♣κΕθ  ψ ♦φ ƒµ ∞Τ Χ♣Μ χ ♣ψèη ♣χ èδ.−λ♣κΕθ ψ ♦φ ƒσ ∞ς  ϑ♣κ  χ ♣ψèη ♣χ èδ  — Then shall You have a servant

eternally./Then shall my soul have the happiness of eternity.

These variants present the worshiper with two different motivations for asking God for
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Divine love: the worshiper’s altruistic submission to the Divine will, or the worshiper’s self-grat-

ification resulting from the revelation of the Divine. Whereas speaking of “ml̈Fr z ©g §t ¦W” recalls

the subservient status of the human in that covenantal partnership between God and Israel,

“ml̈Fr  z ©g §n ¦U” more clearly brings reward to the forefront of this prayer.

+Κη ♠≤µ′φ♦ω _♣ο ∆µ€χ≤η.+Κη♠≤µ′φ♦ω ∆µ€χ≤η  — May Your mercies awaken;/May Your mercies please

awaken;

The supplicatory “`p̈” is the sole distinction between these two traditions. Whether or not

one may want to include this potentially superfluous or necessary word may be determined by

whether the worshiper senses that this is a moment of begging, or a mere moment of introspec-

tion—or, some combination of these two intentions.

−Κ♠≤∆χ′_ ν ⁄≅.−ϑ♣′χΕ_ ν ⁄≅  — The child, Your endearer./The child, Your endeared one.

The worshiper’s identity as Kä£dF` connotes a reciprocal relationship wherein the wor-

shiper offers love to a God who returns the favor of pathos; alternatively, the identity of L«¤aEd£̀

implies that the worshiper is eternally endeared by the Divine even when the worshiper has ac-

tively done nothing to earn God’s favor.

+η ∞Ξ ƒσ ♠♦π ƒϕ∞ο ρπ ƒϕ∞ο  χ ♣Ν♦Λ.+ρ ♦π ƒϕ∞ο ρπ ƒϕ∞ο  χ ♣Ν♦Λ  — Has this child yearningly yearned—/Have I

yearningly yearned—

Although these variants express the same idea of the worshiper greatly yearning, one

speaks of the worshiper in the third-person, a common mode of humility in Biblical and Rabbinic
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discourse.

ψ≤ω♠≤_ ƒσ ∞ψ è≅ χ♣ω ⁄χ èµ  ψΕ_ ƒω∞κ.ψ≤ω♠≤_ ƒσ ∞ψ è≅  ψΕ_ ƒω∞κ  — To see the glory/To see, quickly, the glory

While this pair seeks ultimately the same goal of becoming witness to a Divine glory, the

word “dẍ ¥d èn” stresses the eagerness of the worshiper to join in a Divine union.

+η ∞≅∞κ  χ ♣β èµ ♣φ χ≤Μ♠⁄_.+η ∞≅∞κ  β ♦µ ƒφ ♦µ  +η∞κ ⁄_  +_♣Ο ♣_  — Please, my God, Desire of My Heart,/For these have

my heart desired:

Ending with the same word and playing around similar letters, these variants express

alternatively an address to a God who is the i ¦A¦l  c ©n §g ©n, or a listing of what i ¦A¦l  dc̈ èng̈.

_♣Ο χ ♣π∆ ♠φ èδ._♣Ο χ ♣ς∆ ♠φ èδ  — Be tangible please,/Pity please,

The term dWE «g èe, though often translated as “hurry,” is related to the word “WEg,” whose

root implies one of the senses: tangibility. Notably, such an implication is not how this phrase is

always translated. Ben Yehuda (1911) translates the word in question as being “sense,” “make

haste,” or “to feel” (pp. 1475-1476). The construct of the word here would normally be an active

command of “sense,” “make haste,” or “feel,” and not a passive form like “become sensed” or

“become able to be sensed.” Indeed, many translations of “W ¤t«¤p  ci ¦cèi” translate this word as if to

command actively, most commonly “Make haste” or “Hurry up;” however, in reviewing my

translation of this term, Eitan Fishbane agrees that “`P̈  dẄE «g èe,” being placed in contrast with “l ©̀ èe

"mN̈ ©r §zY,” may be a request here asking God to become something that appeals to a human WEg. In

the Medieval Neo-Platonic literature of oe`b dicrq and lexiab oa` dnly, the root of the word
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“WEg” is often used interchangeably with .y.b.x, the root of “zeybxen” (“all that is able to be

sensed” via smell, taste, vision, touch, or hearing), a term used in contrast with reference to the

“zelkyen” (“all that is able to be thought,” understood, imagined, or known). (Personal

communication with Eitan Fishbane.)

Whereas “dq̈E «g èe” enables the worshiper to request God’s pity, “dẄE «g èe” gives the

worshiper the sole word necessary to ask for God to become tangibly manifest and to enable the

worshiper to engage in an extraordinary relationship with the Supernatural.

η ∞η ∞′φ.+η ∞′φ  — Favored One—/my Favored One

Both expressing the worshiper’s favoring of the Divine, “i ¦ai ¦a£g” emphasizes the personal

aspect that connects the worshiper to God.

χ€_.∆χ ♣_  — Loved,/love

While “aEd ῭” addresses God, “aŸd¡̀” commands God. In concluding this heit, the wor-

shiper has the opportunity to choose to name God lovingly or to make a final request for God’s

love.

∆ο♠⁄Οφ èδ.η∞ο♠⁄Οφ èδ  — So grant me/So grant us

While the remainder of this heit is spoken from a singular first-person, the variant offers

the worshiper the opportunity to expand the personal nature of “y ¤t«¤p  ci §cèi” into a communal

prayer.
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The Music I Have Composed

“y ¤t«¤p  ci §cèi,” though an extremely common text in contemporary dlitz communities during

zay zlaw, is most frequently not transcribed in pre-20th Century sheet music detailing zay zlaw.

In light of this, musical settings for “y ¤t«¤p  ci §cèi” are universally granted a certain freedom from the

limitations of fpky` gqep; however, it is notable that most settings of this text are written in minor

(Davidson, 2007, p. 9).

This heit often guides the transition from legl dgpn (a minor-esque modality in gqep

fpky`) into zay zlaw (in jln ‡d). In light of this transitional nature, I have chosen to compose a

melody in C minor that focuses primarily on the upper registers of C minor that are shared by 'd

jln when based on a tonic of C. The ending of each third of a strophe meets with an Eb a step

and a half away from that C where such an jln 'd would begin, and the extensive melismatic

passages concluding the final syllables of the strophes encounter this Eb and a lower Bb, both

out of bounds with the general definition of jln 'd; these two notes are —along with an F neigh-

boring the Eb a step and a half away from the C that concludes this setting—a musical pronunci-

ation of the transition from legl dgpn into zay zlaw.

The composed melody divides each strophe fairly neatly into 16 measures: 4 measures

for each third of a strophe and 4 measures for elongating the final syllables of the strophes as

well as meditation on the spaces between each strophe—the first letter of each ultimately spell-

ing out the tetragrammaton.

The music here is intended to reflect rhythmically, the pseudo-seductive nature of the se-

mi-erotic experience of zewac, for which the Kabbalistic author longs. Ultimately, an unio misti-

ca is not a sexual experience; in fact, it is a metaphysical experience that necessarily transcends
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the sensual. Nonetheless, this mystical experience is translated, for the sake of the human wor-

shiper, into anthropomorphic language that, like much Kabbalistic literature as well as xiy

mixiyd, appears sexual on the surface. While the elongation of the word mrh may enable the

worshiper to imagine the taste from a sEv (or a taste subjectively superior), the elongation of

these terms are moments for the worshiper to meditate on this intended experience that not only

transcends but exceeds any tangible aspect of life in the physical world.
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Ε
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khu ne ran ne

C 6 A m

− ι
nah la do nai, na

F M13 C

ri a le tzur yish

C 6 A m

−
e nu.

C/G G

- - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

5

Ne kad de mah fa

5

C 6 A m

nav be to dah,

F M13 C

Biz mi rot na

F G

ι
ri a lo. Ki

G/F C

El ga dol

C 6

- - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

10

− ι
A do nai, u

10

F M13 C

me lekh ga dol al

C 6 A m

ι
kol e lo him. A

C/G G

sher be ya do mech ke

C 6 A m

- - - - - - - - - -
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14

rey a retz, ve

14

F M13 C

to a fot ha

G/F F/G

ι
rim lo. A

G/F C

− ι
sher lo hay yam ve

C 6 A m

- - - - - - - -

%

%

>

18

hu a sa hu, ve yab

18

F M13 C

be shet ya dav ya

C 6 A m

−
tza ru.

C/G G

Bo u nish ta cha

C 6 A m

- - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

22

veh ve nikh ra ah, niv re

22

F M13 C

khah lif ney a do

F G

nai o se nu.

G/F C

Ki hu e lo

C 6 A m

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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hey nu, va a

26

F M13 C

nach nu am mar i

C 6 A m

ι
to ve tzon ya do, hay

C sus4/G G

yom im be ko

C 6 A m

- - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
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ι
lo tish

30

F M13 C

ma

G/F F/G

u.

G/F C

Al tak shu le vav

C 6 A m

ε

− ι
khem kim ri vah, ke

F M13 C

- - - - - - -

%

%

>

35

yom mas sah bam mid

35

C 6 A m

− ι
bar. A

Cadd9/G G

sher nis su ni a vo

C 6 A m

tey khem, beh cha

F M13 C

- - - - - - - - - -
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nu ni gam ra

39

F G

u fo o li.
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Ar ba im sha

C 6 A m

− ι
nah a

F M13 C

kut be

C 6 A m
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−
dor,
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Va o mar am to

C A m

ι
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sher nish ba ti ve ap
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ι
pi im
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Τ

Τ

G C

- - - - - - - - -
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 dv mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 95 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1Go; we shall rejoice to the LORD;

We shall acclaim the Rock of our salvation.

2We shall proceed before the LORD in thanks;

In songs we shall acclaim the LORD:

3For a great God is the LORD—

A great Sovereign above all supremacies;

4For in the hand of the LORD are

The knowledges of Earth,

And the elevations of the mountains

Belong to the LORD;

5For the LORD’s is the sea, for the LORD made it,

And the dry land did the LORD’s hands form.

6Come: we shall prostrate, and we shall kneel;

We shall bend the knee  before the LORD our Maker:

7For the LORD is our God,

And we are the nation of the LORD ’s shepherding,

And the sheep  of the LORD’s hand.

Today—if to the LORD’s voice you listen:

8“Do not harden your hearts like in Merivah,

Like in the time of tribulation in the wilderness:

9When I was on trial before your ancestors,

They examined Me but still saw My works.

10Forty years I grieved a generation,

And I said, ‘ A nation of  deviant hearts are they—

They do not know My ways.’

11I swore to Myself before My countenance,

That they would never come to My rest.”

`d®̈edi©l d́p̈ èP ©x èp Ekè †
 xEv́èl dr̈i À¦x Œ̈p:Ep«¥r §W¦i

ad®̈cFz èA  eíp̈ẗ d´̈n èC ©wè
:F«l «©ri¬¦xp̈ zF Àx ¦n §f ¦ ŒA

bd®̈ed§i  lFćB̈ ĺ ¥̀  i³¦
:mi «¦dŸl¡̀Îl’MÎl ©r  lF Àc Œ̈B K¤l¬¤nE

cFcï è†A x ¤́W£
u¤x®̈̀ Îi ¥x èw §g ¤n

mi ¦́xd̈  zF -t£rFz èe
:F«l

dEd®̈Ur̈  ̀ Ed́ èe mÏ ©†d  F́lÎx ¤W£
:Ex«̈vï ei¬̈c»̈i  z ¤W À¤A©i èŒe

e d́¤e£g«©Y §W¦p E Ÿ̀ †dr̈®̈x §k¦p èe
d À̈k èx §a¦Œp:Ep «¥UŸr d¬̈ed§iÎi¥p §t¦l 

fEpi À¥dŸl¡̀ `E ³d i»¦
 Ep §g³©p£̀«©eFzi ¦r §x ©†n m´©r
o Ÿ̀́v èeF ®cï 

:Er«̈n §W ¦z  F¬lŸw èAÎm «¦̀  mFÀI ©Œd
gd®̈ai ¦x §n ¦M  m¤k §a ©aè †l  EẂ §w ©YÎl ©

:x«̈A §c ¦O ©A  d À̈Q ©Œn  mF¬i èM
hm®¤ki ¥zFa£̀  i¦pEQ¦†p x´¤W£

:i¦«l‘r’t E¬̀ ẍÎm©B i¦pEÀpg̈ è ŒA
i hE ³w »̀̈  |  d¸̈pẄ mi³¦r»̈A §x ©xF Àc èA

 x À©nŸ̀ ëm³©rm®¥d áä¥l i´¥rŸY 
:i«̈kẍ èc E¬r èc«̈iÎ Ÿ̀l m À¥d èŒe

`ii®¦R ©̀ èa  i ¦Y §r¬©A §W¦pÎx ¤W£
:i «¦zg̈Ep ènÎl ¤̀  oE À̀ ŸaèŒiÎm ¦̀
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 95 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be

consistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated

versions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.96 As a Biblical piece though, there are a

number of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of

the Psalm. While more than seven manuscript variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica

Stuttgartensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, p. 1177), only the following seven appear to alter the

messages or rhythms of the Psalmist in significant ways:

9∆οη ♠⁄θ ƒς∞η.9∆ο ♠⁄θ ƒς∞η  — Our salvation./Our salvations.

Whereas the most traditional text recalls a God who brings upon the nation Israel a parti-

cular salvation, variants speak of a God capable of multiple salvations.

τ≤ω↑♣_Îη ⁄Σ ♦φ ƒω ≤µ.τ≤ω↑♣_Îη⁄ω èϖ ƒφ ≤µ  — The knowledges of Earth,/The lengths of Earth,

Whereas the traditional text is worded so as to produce an ambiguous meaning related to

one’s comprehension or ability to study the Earth, the variant suggests that, just as the universe’s

vertical dimensions known to God—as discussed at the end of the verse—the universe’s horizon-

tal dimensions are familiar territory to God, the Maker.

Εκ θ♦ω ƒϕ∞ο èδ .χ♣θ↑♣ω ƒϕ∞ο èδ  — And we shall kneel; And we shall kneel to the LORD ;

Although the message of the text remain mostly the same, the less traditional reading

96. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published often in excerpts. Gates
of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes one such truncated version of this Psalm, wherein the words
attributed to God’s voice by the Psalmist are excluded (pp. 118-120).
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(which, unlike the traditional read, is not limited to a lirln accentuation), reminds and specifies

for Whom the kneeling will take place.

χ≤Λ ƒ∞ο èδ.χ À♣ϕ èω ƒ∞ο  — We shall bend the knee/And we shall cry

While the traditional read suggests a more stately act of submission to the Divine, the va-

riant suggests that the prayer in discussion may be an emotional outburst.

Εψη ∞θ ƒω ♦µ ν_υ èδ ΕΝ♦θ.ν_≥υ ƒδ Εψη ∞θ ƒω ♦µ λ≥♦θ  — The nation of the LORD ’s shepherding,

And the sheep/The LORD ’s nation, and the sheep of the shepherding

Although the traditional text is decipherable, there may be more clarity in the parsing pre-

sent in the variant.

_∆χ ♦χ ωΕΒ♦≅  .ωΕÀβ è≅  — A generation/That generation

While God speaks presumably of the same generation in both versions, the addition of

“`edd” perhaps emphasizes God’s frustration with the particular generation in God’s mind.

β♦θ.λ″♦θ  — A nation/As

While the traditional text imagines a God grieving an entire nation, the variant may ima-

gine a God who grieves only the specific moments of sin.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 95, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd
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by virtue of the following factors:

The composition is based at a C from which a normative jln 'd scale would fit the composed

melody (which, on account of never reaching its 7, may or may not be a mere Major scale);

Each 16-measure unit (of which there are 3.25 present in the composition) begins its first,

second, third, fifth, sixth and seventh 2-measure sub-units with 5-6-3: a reversal of Avenary’s

first suggestion for the G series of “Half-clause motifs” (1971, p. 14);

The first two notes of the composed melody are a rising C-G (1-5): a modification of the com-

mon exceptional opening motif for this particular psalm, “5 below the tonic to the tonic... then

followed by some approach to the 5 above the tonic” (Tarsi 2001, p. 20).

The disjunctive status and semi-conclusive status of the 2 (D) are utilized by ending the first

and third quarters of each 16-measure sub-unit (i.e. mm. 4, 12, 20, 28, 36 and 44); and

this composed melody uses the “opening [(]for a pre-concluding phrase[),]” (24) namely,

1-4-5-6, or variant orderings of these pitches right before concluding phrases at the tonic (i.e.

mm. 6-8, 14-16, 22-24, 30-32, 38-40, 46-48 and the exceptional 50-52).

The 16-measure units tend to fit the words of Psalm 95 neatly enough and in accordance with

proper syllabic and syntactic division (with certain phrases lengthened and sung thereby slower

out of necessity for the evenness of both the 16-measure division and the coherence of the verse

division). One quarter of a 16-measure unit is repeated at the end so as to fit in the final thoughts

of the final verse.

The music here is intended to be slow, steady, inviting, and exciting in its appraisal of

God. From Verse 8 and on, the music maintains its motivic forms but gains a harshness in in-

creased dynamics in order to emphasize the admonitory message delivered by God at the end of

the Psalm. Even after innocent exaltation zF Àx ¦n §f ¦ ŒA, the worshipper who aspires to pious obedience

•

•

•

•

•
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to God can continue to sing in comfort as God welcomes the loyal nation “:i «¦zg̈Ep ènÎl ¤̀ .”
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7

dol a do nay um hul lal me od, no

7

ra hu al kol e lo him. Ki

C/E Cadd9/G C 6A m

kol e lo hey ha am mim e li lim,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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%

>

10 ι
Va do nai sha ma yim a sah.

10

ι
Hod ve ha dar le fa nav, Oz ve tif e ret be mik da sho. Ha

A m C/E Cadd9/G C 6

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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>

13

vu la do nay mish pe chot am mim, ha

13

vu la do nay ka vod va oz. Ha- - - - - - - - - - - -
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15

vu la do nay ke vod she mo, se

15

3

u min chah u vo u le chatz ro tav. Hish ta cha

A m C/E Cadd9/G C 6

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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>

17 α −
vu la do nay

17

C 13

α −
be had rat ko desh,

α −
chi lu mip pa nav- - - - - - -

%

%

>

20

kol ha a retz. Im

20

A m7 C 6/E Cadd11/G Csus2

α −
ru vag go yim

C 13

α
A do nay ma lakh, Af tik- - - - - - - -
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23 α ι
kon te vel bal tim mot, Ya

23

din am mim be mey sha rim. Yis me

F M9/A E m7 Cadd11/G Csus2

- - - - - - - - -

%
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>

25

chu hash sha ma yim ve ta gel ha a retz, yir

25

C 6

am hay yam um lo o. Ya a- - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

27 ι
loz sa day ve khol a sher bo,

27

−
3

Az ye ran ne nu kol a tzey ya ar. Lif

A m C/E Cadd9/G C 6

- - - - - - - - -
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29

ney a do nay ki va,

29

Ki va lish pot ha a retz, Yish pot te vel be tze dek, ve am- - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

32 Τ
mim be e mu na to.

32 Τ

Τ

A m C/E Cadd9/G C

rit.
- - - -
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 ev mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 96 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1Sing to the LORD a new song;

Sing to the LORD through all the Earth.

2Sing to the LORD; bless the LORD’s name;

Spread the word—from day to day—of God’s salvation.

3Recount to the peoples of the substance of the LORD;

To all the nations—the wonders of the LORD;

4For Great is the LORD, and the LORD is praised very much.

Awesome is the LORD above all supremacies.

5Though all of the gods of the nations are false gods,

Still the LORD did make Heaven.

6Glory and embellishment are before the LORD;

Strength and beauty are in the LORD ’s sanctuary.

7Give to the LORD, families of nations;

Give to the LORD of substance and strength.

8Give to the LORD of the substance of the LORD’s name.

Raise a grain-offering and come to the LORD ’s courts.

9Prostrate to the LORD in the embellishment of  sanctity;

Yearn  before the LORD through all the Earth.

10Say to the peoples, “The LORD has reigned;

As founded is  the Universe, it shall not move.”

11Glad shall Heaven be, and joyful shall Earth be;

Thunder shall the sea with all that of which it is full.

12Rejoice shall my field  and all that is in it;

Then, sing shall all the trees of the forest

13Before the LORD who is coming—

When coming to judge the Earth.

The LORD will judge the universe in righteousness

And nations according to the veracity of the LORD.

`W®̈cg̈ xi¬¦W dëdi© †l Exi ¦́
:u ¤x«̀̈ d̈Îl’M dÀ̈edi© Œl Exi¬¦W

kF ®n èW Eḱ £xÄ dëdi© †l Exi ¦́
:F «zr̈EWèi  mFÀiè ŒlÎmF«I ¦n  E ¬x èV ©A

bF ®cFa èM ḿ¦iFB ©a  Ex́ èR ©
:ei «̈zF`èl §t¦p mi À¦O ©r«̈ ŒdÎl’k èA

ccŸ®̀ èn  ĺ̈N ªd §nE d́ëd§i  lF ³c»̈b i¬¦
:mi «¦dŸl¡̀Îl’MÎl©r  ̀ E À Œd `¬̈xF»p

dmi®¦li¦l¡̀ mi ¦́O ©rd̈ í ¥dŸl¡̀Îl’M | i³¦
:d «̈Ur̈ m¦i¬©n »̈W dÀ̈edi«©Œe

eei®̈pẗèl x¬c̈d̈ èeÎcFd
 fŸ¬r:F «WC̈ §w ¦n èA  z ¤x À¤̀ §t ¦z èŒe

fmi®¦O ©r  zFǵ èR §W ¦n dëdi© †l Eá ¨
:fŸ «rë cF¬aM̈ dÀ̈eŸdi© Œl E¬ad̈

gF ®n èW cFá èM dëdi© †l Eá ¨
 E Ÿ̀¬aE  d À̈g§p ¦ ŒnÎE «̀ èU:ei «̈zFx §v ©gèl

h dëdi© †l Eé£g ©Y §W ¦z ©x §c ©d èAÎW ¤cŸ®w
Eli¬¦g:u ¤x«̀̈ d̈Îl’M eiÀ̈pR̈ ¦ Œn 

iK À̈ln̈ d³̈e »d§i | m̧¦iFB ©a  E ³x §n ¦
Îs ©̀oFḾ ¦YhF ®O ¦YÎl ©A l¥a †¥Y 

:mi «¦xẄi ¥n èA mi À¦O ©Œr oi¬¦cï
`iu¤x®̈̀ d̈ ĺ¥bz̈ èe m¦i ©nẌ ©†d  Eǵ èn §U¦

:F «̀ Ÿl §nE mÀ̈I ©Œd m¬©r §x«¦i
ai f́Ÿl£r©i ©c ¨†UF®AÎx ¤W£̀Îl’k èe 

Îl’M EÀp èP ©x§Œi f¬̈̀:x ©r«̈iÎi ¥v£r
bi` À̈a iÄ¦M | d¸̈ed§i  i³¥p §t¦

u ¤x¬̈̀ Å̈d hŸ¶R §W¦l »̀ ä i¬¦M

w¤c®¤v èA l¬¥a ¥YÎhŸ «R §W¦i

:F «zp̈En¡̀ ¤A mi À¦O ©r èŒe
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 96 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be con-

sistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated ver-

sions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.97 As a Biblical piece though, there are a num-

ber of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of the

Psalm. While more than nine manuscript variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica Stutt-

gartensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, pp. 1177-1778), only the following appear to me as chang-

ing the messages of the Psalmist:

9Εµϖ ƒµ ∞≅ χ♣δ ƒβ ≤φ èδ .9Ε ♠ς ♣Β ƒϖ ∞µ è≅ ψ≤ω À≤_ ƒσ ∞ψ èδ  — And beauty are in the LORD ’s sanctuary./And gaiety

is in the LORD ’s place.

Although one may imagine that the Psalmist could have understood both beauty and gai-

ety as Divine qualities, one text answers what will be found in a place specifically sanctified for

God whereas one answers perhaps what may be found in simply any place where God may be.

9δη♠♣ο♣σèκ.9δη ♠♣ψΕω ƒυ ♦φèκ  — To the LORD ’s courts./Before the LORD .

Whereas the traditional text may bespeak the sacrificial rites of the Temple, reducing the

bringing of d À̈g§p ¦ Œn to the Temple Court to the bringing of d À̈g§p ¦ Œn to anywhere before the LORD al-

lows the worshiper to find greater relevance to these words in an age without a Temple.

97. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published either in its complete
form or not at all. Gates of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes this Psalm in full (pp. 119-120).
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ψ♦ω ƒυ ♦φ è≅.ψ♦ω ƒβ ♦χ è≅  — In the embellishment of/In the Court of

Whereas the variant speaks of an established Court for prostration, the traditional text im-

plies that the liturgy may be utilized in another fashion in accordance with the worshiper’s

desire.

Ε ↑ς ƒϖ.ς ≤ ↑ϖ  — Sanctity./The sanctity of the LORD .

Whereas both texts speak of sanctity, the traditional text—unlike its variant—does not

specify that the particularly sanctity is ultimately God’s.

η∞κη ∞φ.∆κη↔∞φ  — Yearn/The LORD  yearns

The traditional text is read as the Psalmist’s command of Divine yearning to all those lis-

tening; the variant, in an older grammatical form of the third-person similar to the conjugation of

“i¬¦di ¦A §b ©O«©d” in Psalm 113:5, speaks of a reciprocal relationship of people praising the yearning Di-

vine.

9ω♦θ♠♦Η ♦χ.9λη ∞ω♣θèΗ ♦χ.9ω♦θ♠♣ηÎη⁄υ′θ  — The trees of the forest/The forests/The forest

The traditional text imagines all trees praising the Creator while the variants see either all

forests or the entirety of forestry as praising the Creator; this textual discrepancy is literally a

dispute of how to see the forest from the trees.

9∆οη ♠⁄θ ƒς∞η.9∆ο ♠⁄θ ƒς∞η  — Our salvation./Our salvations.

Whereas the most traditional text recalls a God who brings upon the nation Israel a
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particular salvation, variants speak of a God capable of multiple salvations.

ν⁄Λ ∞Ξ.νΕ≥Λ ∞Ξ  — Founded is/The LORD  founded

See the comments on this variant in the commentary on Psalm 92.

χ ≤β ♣Υ ♦χ.η ♦β ♣Τ  — My field/The field

While the traditional text speaks of personal ownership of a particular field, the variant

speaks broadly of a specific field, or perhaps universally of all fields.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 96, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd

by virtue of, along with other attributes:

the B-flat a minor seventh above the tonic C;

the predominance of the opening 1-3-5 motif (in mm. 1, 3, 5, and elsewhere) identified by Co-

hon as the beginning of Beginning Phrase I (20)—along with the second half (4-3-5) appear-

ing in both halves of mm. 20 and 24;

the semi-conclusive function of the 8-6-5-3-2-1 melodic contour (for example, in mm. 4, 8, 12

and elsewhere) that, aside from the 8, resembles what Cohon identifies as the “essential” Con-

cluding Phrase Z (20);

the pausal status of 5 that is reflected in the use of the semi-disjunctive and semi-pausal nature

of the held 5 in mm. 2, 6, 10 and elsewhere; and

the presence of what Tarsi terms the “motivic interval area” (2001, p. 22) moving backwards a-

•

•

•

•

•
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long the spectrum of 8 through 5 in mm. 17, 18, 19, and elsewhere..

The composed melody, in general reflects the Masoretic division of the verses of Psalm 96.

There are two main 4-measure patterns that are repeated, an A section (equivalent to the outline

of mm. 1-4) and a B section (equivalent to the outline of mm. 17-20—though mm. 23 and 24 do

differ slightly from mm. 19 and 20 so as to ease the transition back into the A section recurring

at m. 25). With the exception of its fitting the words of the final verse, the A section is divided

such that each measure concludes with either an `zgpz` or a weliq; verse 13, a longer thought, is

divided into four quarters still matching up syntactically with the Masoretic system that is unique

to Psalms, Proverbs and Job. Verse 9—following the lead of the B section—is parsed more slow-

ly than any other verse, and Verse 10 (also following the B melody) is parsed slightly faster, and,

like the similarly lengthy verse 13 is not divided evenly at the placement of the `zgpz`.

The music here is intended to be sung joyously so as to encourage the worshiper the abi-

lity to fulfill the Psalmist’s urging to sing and to celebrate the God of truth and justice. As the

Psalmist believes it necessary that even inanimate objects (clearly lacking any intellective capa-

city) will sing God’s praise (literally), the music here attempts to follow a very simple meter of

4/4 and engage in much repetition. Although many of the compositions in this collection do fol-

low relatively simple patterns of frequent repetition, 93.25% of the suggested (optional) left-

hand of the piano-accompaniment for Psalm 96 is either a C (the tonic) or a G (the dominant),

and the majority of the right-hand of the accompaniment is similarly centralized around Cs and

Gs. While the Psalmist begs to sing a W®̈cg̈ xi¬¦W, the Psalmist also asks that memories of God be

shared: that the worshiper, in moving into the future, hold onto the past; or that the point of entry

(here, a C) be a suitable goal and point of return in itself—even when the praise progresses (to a

G, or—along further distance—the As and Es in mm. 4, 8, 12, and elsewhere).
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 fv mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 97 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1The LORD reigns; rejoice shall the Earth;

Happy shall be many isles.

2A cloud and mist surrounding the LORD,

Righteousness and justice: foundation of the LORD’s throne.

3A flame, before the LORD, will go

And will burn around the LORD’s enemies.

4Bolts of the LORD light the universe—

The Earth shall see and tremble.

5Mountains, like wax, melt before the LORD—

Before the Master of the entire Earth.

6Declare do the Heavens the LORD’s righteousness,

And see do all the nations the LORDS’s substance.

7Ashamed shall be all worshipers of sculpture—

Praised they may be among the false gods.

Bow to the LORD shall all supremacies.

8Upon listening, glad shall Zion be,

And rejoice shall the daughters of Yehudah

On account of Your judgments, LORD.

9For you are the LORD Upon High above the entire Earth:

Very exalted are You above all supremacies.

10 Lovers of  the LORD —hate  evil;

The Guard of the LORD’s Souls Beloved—

From the hand of the wicked ones will the LORD save them.

11Light is sown for the righteous one,

And for the sure-hearted ones is happiness.

12Be glad, righteous ones, in the LORD;

And be thankful for the memory of the LORD’s sanctity.

`u¤x®̈̀ d̈ ĺ¥bŸ  K̈l ¨†n d́ëd§
:mi«¦A ©x mi¬¦I ¦̀  E Àg èn §U¦Œi

aei®̈ai ¦a èq ĺ ¤tẍ£r«©e óp̈¨
:F «̀ §q ¦M oFḱ èn  h À̈R §W ¦n ŒE  w¤c¬¤v

bK®¥l ¥Y eíp̈ẗèl W ¥†
:ei «̈xv̈ ai ¦́aq̈ h-¥d©l §zE

cl®¥a ¥Y ei ´̈wẍ §a Exi´¦̀ ¥
 :u ¤x«̀̈ d̈ l´¥gŸ©e d-̈z£̀ẍ

dd®̈ed§i  í¥p §t¦N ¦n  EQ ©n †̈p bÀ©pFC ©M mi À¦x ¨
:u ¤x«̀̈ d̈Îl’M  oFć£̀  iÀ¥p §t¦N ¦ Œn

eF ®w §c ¦v m¦í ©nẌ ©d Ecí ¦B ¦
:F «cFa èM mi ¦́O ©rd̈Îl’k  E -̀ẍ èe

fl ¤q À¤t i ¥c èaŸÄrÎl’M  |  EW ³a¥i
mi®¦li¦l¡̀Ä mi¬¦lèl ©d §z «¦O ©d

:mi «¦dŸl¡̀Îl’M  F ŒlÎEe£g«©Y §W ¦d
goFÀI ¦v | g ©̧n §U ¦Y©e dÄ̈r èn ¨

d®̈cEdèi  zF́p èA dp̈èl¥bŸ©†e

:d«̈ed§i Lí ¤hR̈ §W ¦n  o ©r-©nèl
hu ¤x®̈̀ d̈Îl’MÎl ©r oF¬i§l ¤r dÀ̈ed§i d³̈Y ©̀ Îi«¦

:mi «¦dŸl¡̀Îl’MÎl ©r z̈i À¥l£r©Œp cŸ¬̀ èn
ii¬¥a£dŸ̀ dÀ̈ed§i E Å̀ §p ¦Ur¬̈x 

ei®̈ci ¦q£g  zFẂ §t©p  x ¥nŸ †W

:m«¥li ¦S©i mi À¦rẄ èŒx c¬©I ¦n
`iwi®¦C ©S©l ©r ª́xf̈  xF -

:d«̈g §n ¦U  a¬¥lÎi ¥x §W¦i§l «E
aid®̈edi«©A  mi ¦wi ¦C ©†v  Eǵ §n ¦

:F «W §c ’w x¤ḱ¥f§l  E ÀcFd èŒe
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 97 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be

consistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated

versions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.98 As a Biblical piece though, there are a

number of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of

the Psalm. While more than two manuscript variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica

Stuttgartensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, p. 1778), only the following two variant-pairs—from

the same verse—stick out to me as changing any messages of the Psalmist:

 ⁄ _.η↔⁄′_ χÀ♣δχƒη η ⁄_èΤ.∆ Å_ƒο ∞Τ θ↔♣ω  — Lovers of/Love does  the LORD —hate/ haters of  evil;

While the LORD’s lovers may be haters of—or may feasibly be commanded to hate—e-

vil, it is also feasible that God loves those who hate evil.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 97, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd

by virtue of:

the opening notes of each 16-measure unit (D-C-D-C-F as found in mm. 1, 3, 5 and 7 for exam-

ple) being a variant of Cohon’s Akdomus Beginning Phrase IX motif of C-D-F-F-F (21) (even

though the general tonic here is placed at F rather than C, and Cohon notates this motif—most

likely erroneously—in the key of F major);

•

98. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published often in excerpts. Gates
of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes one such truncated version of this Psalm, wherein several
lines of more complicated poetic meter (such as “d®̈ed§i  í¥p §t¦N ¦n  EQ ©n †̈p bÀ©pFC ©M mi À¦xd̈”) are omitted (pp.
120-121).
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the use of the relative 2 in a pausal status similar to what Tarsi calls a “[p]re-concluding pausal

tone” (2001, p. 24), as appearing here for example in mm. 5 and 12;

the pausal status of 5 that is reflected in the use of the semi-disjunctive and semi-pausal nature

of the held 5 in the eighth measure of each general 16-measure unit (for example, m. 8);

the briefer nature of the concluding 4-3-1 closing motif (used twice in the first half of each 16-

measure unit, as in mm. 2 and 6); and

Tarsi’s H motif (19) as found in the both halves of the 16-measure units (as in mm. 1-2, 3-4,

5-6, 7-8, 11 and 15).

The composed melody, in general reflects the syntactic and syllabic division of the 12 verses of

Psalm 97, with the first 16-measure unit covering vv. 1-4, the second covering vv. 5-7, the third

covering the much longer vv. 8 and 9, and the fourth covering the final three verses. The musical

narrative is fitted to allow the more circulative D-C-D-C-F motif to fall over the misty ĺ ¤tẍ£r«©e óp̈r̈

ei®̈ai ¦a èq that shrouds the Divine in mystery, whereas the brighter descents of the D-C-Bb-A and

Bb-A-G-F runs are sung while a luminous K®¥l ¥Y eíp̈ẗèl W ¥†̀ and the ©r ª́xf̈  xF -̀ emanates from the God of

justice.

•

•

•

•
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 gv mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 98 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1A Psalm

Sing to the LORD a new song,

For wonders has the LORD done;

Earned salvation for the LORD has the LORD’s right side

Along with the arm of the LORD’s sanctity.

2Informed has the LORD of the LORD’s salvation;

Before the eyes of the nations:

The LORD revealed the LORD’s righteousness.

3The LORD remembered the LORD’s lovingkindness

And veracity

To the House of Israel;

See did all of the gathered people of the Earth

The salvation of God.

4Exult for the LORD—all of the Earth—

Burst forth, bring song, and be melodious.

5Be melodious for the LORD with a harp—

With a harp, and with the voice of song.

6With the trumpets, and with the sound of a Shofar,

Exult before the Sovereign LORD.

Still the LORD did make Heaven.

7Thunder shall the sea and all that fills it—

The universe and those who dwell in it.

8Rivers will clap a hand—

Together as mountains will sing.

9Before the LORD—when the LORD comes

To judge the Earth—

The LORD will judge the universe in justice,

And nations in equity.

`xF ¿n §f ¦
Wc̈ †g̈ xi ¦́W | ḑëdi«©l Exi³¦W

d®̈Ur̈ zF¬̀ l̈ §t¦pÎi «¦M
FÀpi ¦nèŒi F¬NÎdr̈i «¦WFd

:F «W §c ’w ©rF ¬x §fE 
aF ®zr̈EWèi dëd§†i ©ri ¦́cFd

mÀ¦iFB ©Œd i¬¥pi ¥rèl
:F «zẅ §c ¦v  d¬̈N ¦B

b| FÇ §q ©g x³©k»̈
»Fzp̈En«¡̀«¤e

l¬¥̀ Å̈x §U¦i zi¶¥aèl
u¤x®̈̀ Îi ¥q §t ©̀ Îl’k E¬̀ ẍ
:Epi«¥dŸl¡̀ z¬©rE »Wèi  z À¥ Œ̀

cu¤x®̈̀ d̈Îl’M dëdi«© †l Eri ¦́x ¨
:Ex«¥O©f èe  Ép èP ©x §e  E -g §v ¦R

dxF®P ¦k èA d́ëdi©l  Ex́ èO©
:d «̈x §n ¦f lFẃ §e xFÀP ¦k è ŒA

ex®̈tFW lFẃ èe zFx èvŸv́£g «©†
:d«̈ed§i K¤l Ä¤O ©d | i³¥p §t¦l Eri À¦x ¨Œd

fF ®̀Ÿl §nE mÏ ©†d m´©r §x¦
:D«̈a  i ¥a èWí §e  l À¥a ¥ŒY

gs®̈kÎE`£g §n¦i  zF ¬xd̈ è
:Ep«¥P ©xèi mi¬¦xd̈  c ©gÀ©Œi

h»̀ ä i¬¦M dÀ̈ed§iÎi¥p «§t«¦
u ¤x¬̈̀ Å̈d hŸ¶R §W¦l

w¤c®¤v §A l¬¥a ¥YÎhŸ «R §W¦i
:mi «¦xẄi ¥n èA mi À¦O ©r èŒe
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 98 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be

consistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated

versions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.99 As a Biblical piece though, there are a

number of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of

the Psalm. While many variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia (Elliger &

Rudolph, 1997, pp. 1778-1779), no variants—to my understanding—significantly change any of

the messages of the Psalmist.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 98, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd

by virtue of:

continuing the general repositioning of the tonic from C to F (as had been the case in Psalm

97), as highlighted by the 5-3-2-1 concluding motifs that end each 12-measure unit (i.e. mm.

13-14, 25-26, 37-38 and 49-50) while the displacement itself is highlighted by the presence of

C-F-G-A which, in the context of a C tonic. would be the 1-4-5-6 “opening for” what Tarsi

calls a “pre-concluding phrase” (2001, p. 24);

the first and third pre-concluding phrases (the eighth measure of each oddly-counted 12-mea-

sure unit) ending with the pre-concluding 2, G, as exhibited in mm. 10 and 24 (even though

this G is also used to end the opening phrases of each 12-measure unit, as in mm. 6 and 18);

and

•

•

99. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published either in its complete
form or not at all. Gates of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes this Psalm in full (pp. 121-122).
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a variant of the 5-4-3-4-5 B motif identified by Avenary (1971, p. 14) remaining not transposed

to fit the tonic of F (thus creating here a 2-1-7-1-2 motif) ending the second and fourth pre-con-

cluding phrases (the eighth measure of each evenly-counted 12-measure unit).

The composed melody, in general reflects the division of the 9 verses of Psalm 98. After two

measures of an introductory melody (for the introductory word) resembling a sort of reduction of

the melodic contours in the remainder of the composition, 4 12-measure units are fitted to the

syntactic and syllabic division of the verses of the Psalm: the remainder of v. 1 with v. 2, vv. 3-4,

the shorter vv. 5-7, and vv. 8-9.

The music here is intended to reflect the general enthusiasm of this exultant psalm. The

Psalmist urges the worshiper to sing a Wc̈ †g̈ xi ¦́W, but the Psalmist also recounts the familiar mani-

festations of God (such as, when F ®̀Ÿl §nE mÏ ©†d m´©r §x¦i or s®̈kÎE`£g §n¦i zF ¬xd̈ èp); thus the music intentionally

deviates—but not very far—from the standard limits of jln 'd. The music, in that sense, is both

uniquely Jewish in character while still fitting in with the more universalistic music of

u¤x®̈̀ Îi ¥q §t ©̀ Îl’k.

•
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Voice

Piano

Miz

G m
With lilt 

mor le da vid. Ha

F G m F G m F G m B m

vu la do nay, be ney e lim, ha

F C

- - - - - - - - --

Pno.

3

vu la do nay ka vod va oz. Ha
3

F

vu la do nay ke vod she mo, hishta cha

C

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Pno.

5

vu la do nay be had rat ko desh.
5

F

Kol a do nay al ham ma yim,

B F/A

el hak ka vod hir im,

G m7 F

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Pno.

8

a do nay al
8

C sus4 C7

ma yim rab bim.

G sus4 G C

Kol a do nay bak ko ach,

F C

- - - - - - - -

Pno.

11

kol a do nay be ha dar.
11

F

Kol a do nay sho ver a ra zim vay shab

C

- - - - - - - - - - -

Pno.

13

4
ber a do nay et ar zey hal le va non.

13

C F

Vay yar ki dem ke

B F/A

mo e gel le va

G m7 F

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Pno.

16

non ve sir yon ke mo
16

C sus4 C 7

ven re e mim.

G sus4 G C

Kol a do nay cho tzev la ha vot esh.

F C

- - - - - - - - - - -

Pno.

19

Kol a do nay ya chil mid bar, ya
19

F

chil a do nay mid

C

bar ka desh.

F

- - - - - - - - -

Pno.

22

Kol a d nay ye cho lel ay ya lot vay
22

B F/A

ye che sof ye a rot, uv hey kha

G m7 F

lo kul lo o

C 7sus4 C 7

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Pno.

25

mer ka vod. A do
25

G sus4 G C

nay lam mab bul ya shav, vay

F C

- - - - - -

Pno.

27 4

ye shev a donay me lekh le o lam. A do
27

C F

nay oz le am mo yit ten, a do

C

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

Pno.

29

nay ye va rekh et am mo vash sha lom.
29

F

- - - - -
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 hk mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 29 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1A Psalm for David

Rejoice for the LORD, children of Divine spirits.

Rejoice for the LORD, substance and strength.

2Rejoice for the LORD, substance of the LORD’s name.

Prostrate before the LORD in the glory  of holiness.

3A voice of the LORD is upon the waters—

The God of the substance clatters noise—

The LORD is upon great waters.

4A voice of the LORD is in the might of the LORD;

A voice of the LORD is in glory.

5A voice of the LORD shatters cedars;

So did shatter the LORD the cedars of Lebanon.

6The LORD had them dance like a calf—

Lebanon and Siryon like the offspring of rams.

7A voice of the LORD hews flames of fire.

8A voice of the LORD comes to shake desert—

The LORD shakes the desert of Kadesh.

9A voice of the LORD causes the dancing of does

And strips forests;

And, in the LORD’s palace, all of it says, “Substance.”

10The LORD, before the flood, sat:

The LORD has sat as Sovereign eternally.

11Strength shall the LORD to the LORD’s nation give;

The LORD will bless the LORD’s nation in peace.

`c¬¦e Å̈cèl  xF Àn §f ¦

mi®¦l ¥̀  í¥p èA dëdi©« †l Eád̈

:fŸ «rë cF¬aM̈ dÀ̈edi© Œl E¬ad̈
aF ®n èW cFá èM dëdi«© †l Eá ¨

 dÀ̈edi© Œl E¬e£g ©Y §W ¦dz ©x §c ©d èA:W ¤cŸ «wÎ
bm¦i¬̈O Å©dÎl ©r dÀ̈ed§i  lF ¬

mi®¦r §x ¦d cF¬aM̈ ©dÎl«¥̀

:mi«¦A ©x m¦i¬©nÎl ©r dÀ̈ed§Œi
c©gŸ®M ©A d¬̈ed§iÎlF «

:x «̈cd̈ ¤A dÀ̈ed§Œi  lF ¬w
dmi®¦fẍ£̀ x́ ¥aŸW dëd§†i  lF ´

:oF «päèN ©d i¬¥f §x ©̀ Îz ¤̀ dÀ̈ed§Œi x¬¥A ©W§i ©e
el¤b®¥rÎFn èM m¬¥ci ¦w §x©I ©

:mi «¦n ¥̀ èxÎo ¤a  Fń èM  oŸÀi §x ¦U èŒe oF¬p»̈aèl
f:W«¥̀  zF¬a£d©l  a À¥vŸg d¬̈ed§iÎlF «
gx®̈A §c ¦n li ¦́gï dëd§†i  lF ´

:W «¥cẅ x¬©A §c ¦n dÀ̈ed§Œi li¬¦gï
h»zFlÏ ©̀  ĺ¥lFgèi | d¸̈ed§i  lF ³

 s ¶ŸU¡g¤I«©ezF ¬x Å̈rèi

:cF «aM̈ x¬¥nŸ̀  F ÀNªŒM F®lk̈i ¥d §aE
ia®̈Wï lEÁ ©O©l dëd§†

:m«̈lFrèl K¤l´¤n dÀ̈ed§Œi  a ¤W¬¥I ©e
`io®¥Y¦i  FÓ ©rèl fŸ-r dÀ̈ed †§

:mF«lẌ ©a  FÓ ©rÎz ¤̀ K-¥xäèi | dÃ̈ed§i
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 29 throughout mixeciq of different Jewish communities tend to be con-

sistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated ver-

sions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.100 As a Biblical piece though, there are a num-

ber of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of the

Psalm. While more than one manuscript variant has been recorded in Biblia Hebraica Stuttgar-

tensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, p. 1110), only the following two variant-pairs appear, to me, as

changing any messages of the Psalmist:

ψ♦ω ƒυ ♦φ è≅.ψ♦ω ƒβ ♦χ è≅  — In the glroy of/In the court of

See Psalm 96 regarding this variant.

ψΕκ♣θèη.λη ∞ω♣θèη.ψΕ↔ωÅ♣θèη  — Honeycombs/forests/ibexes

According to differing textual witnesses, God’s powers may be understood to affect the

small honeycombs, the great conglomerates of forests, or the many individual and (otherwise)

self-governing ibexes.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 29, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd

by virtue of:

100. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published either in its complete
form or not at all. Gates of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes this Psalm in full (pp. 122-123).
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its relative positioning—between texts that are set to melodic motives that resemble those

which do comprise jln 'd, this composed melody focuses instead on what could be a C-based

composition’s 4-5-6 of the opening of the pre-conclusion phrase identified by Tarsi (2001, p.

24); 

additionally, the B section outlines of (in F Major now) the 6-5-4-3 melodic contours that com-

prise the first half of Avenary’s first suggestion for “Intermediate phrase” L (1971, p. 14).

The composed melody, in general reflects the syntactic division of the verses. After opening with

a freely sung introductory melody for the epithet of Psalm 29, an A section (as exemplified by

mm. 2-5) is applied to the remainder of the first verse  and continues through verse 2; the combi-

nation of 4 and 5; the pair of 7 and 8; and 10 and 11. The B Section (as presented in mm. 6-9)

covers verses 3, 6, and 9.

The music here—though notated in 12/8 time—is in triple meter. It is purposely marked

by a rhythm similar to that of a 6/8 jig, reflecting the music of a celebratory dance style that (as

Verse 6 reads, “l¤b®¥rÎFn èM m¬¥ci ¦w §x©I©e”). Both the A section and the B section are intended to be sung

very similarly to how the words would be spoken: articulated with few yet meaningful changes

in pitch. The text speaks of God’s lew being found in many places, and the music intends to rea-

lize the heights (the high Ds of the B section for instance) and the depths (the pitches closer to

the tonic in the A section) in which the Divine may be present to the worshiper.

•

•
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Voice

Piano

ι
Le

Slowly π ≠

Ε

ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Sha- - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

3 +
mor ve za khor be dib bur e chad. Hish mi

3

E m A m G

a nu el ham yu chad. A do

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

5

−
+

−
nai e chad ush mo e chad, Le

5

A m G A m G +

shem ul tif e ret ve lit hil lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - - - - -

Lekhah Dodi
Jonah Rank
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%

%

>
Pno.

7

ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

7

C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Lik- - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

9

rat shab bat le khu ve ne le khah. Ki

9

E m A m G

hi me kor hab be ra khah. Me

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

11 +

rosh mik ke dem ne su khah,

11

A m G A m G +3

Sof ma a seh be ma cha sha vah te chil lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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%

>
Pno.

13

ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

13

C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Mik- - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

15 +
dash me lekh ir me lu khah,

15

E m A m G +
Ku mi tze i mit tokh ha ha fe khah.

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

17

−
+

Rav lakh she vet be e mek hab ba kha, Ve

17

A m G A m G +
hu ya cha mol a la yikh chem lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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%

>
Pno.

19

ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

19

C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Hit- - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

21

na a ri, me a far ku mi, Liv

21

E m A m G

shi big dey tif ar tekh am mi. Al

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

23

−
yad ben yi shai beyt hal lach mi, Kor

23

A m G A m G +

vah el naf shi ge a lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - -
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Pno.
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ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

25

C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Hit- - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

27

o re ri, hit o re ri. Ki

27

E m A m G

va o rekh ku mi o ri.

C E m A m G

- - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

29

U ri, u ri, shir dab be ri, Ke

29

A m G A m G +
vod A do nai a la yikh nig lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - - - - -
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>
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ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah. Pe

31

C

ney shab bat ne kab be lah.- - - - - - -
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%

>
Pno.

33

Lo te vo shi ve lo tik ka le mi. Mah tish

33

E m A m G +
to cha chi u mah te he mi?

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

35 +
−
+

Bakh ye che su a ni yey am mi ve

35

A m G A m G + +

niv ne tah ir al til lah. Le

−

A m G

- - - - - - - - -
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ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe

37

C

ney shab bat ne kab be lah.- - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

39 +
Ve ha yu lim shis sah sho sa yikh,

39

E m A m G

Ve ra cha ku kol me val le a yikh. Ya

C E m A m G

- - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>
Pno.

41

sis a la yikh e lo ha yikh, Kim

41
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sos chat tan al kal lah. Le

−
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- - - - - - - - -
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ι
khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe
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C

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Ya- - - - - - -
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%

>
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45

min us mol tif ro tzi, ve
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E m A m G

et A do nai ta a ri tzi.
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−
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47
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−
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−
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- - - - - - -
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ι
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Bo i ve sha lom a te ret ba lah,
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khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe
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ney shab bat ne kab be lah.

Τ
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- - - - - -
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Bα C Dm Am/E

- - - - - - - - - - -

%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

41

sis a la yikh e lo ha yikh, Kim
41

F C Dm

sos chat tan al kal lah. Le

C Dm

- - - - - - - - -

Lekhah Dodi 7
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>

α

α

α
Pno.

43

khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe
43

C D m

ney shab bat ne kab be lah. Ya

C D m C/E

- - - - - - - -

%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

45

min us mol tif ro tzi, ve
45

F C Dm

et A do nai ta a ri tzi.

Bα C Dm Am/E

- - - - - - - - -

%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

47 ι
Al yad ish ben par tzi

47

F C Dm

ve nis me chah ve na gi lah. Le

C Dm

- - - - - - -
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%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

49

khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe
49

C Dm

ι
ney shab bat ne kab be lah.

Dm C/EC

- - - - - - -

%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

51

Bo i ve sha lom a te ret ba lah,
51

F C Dm ι
Gam be sim chah uv tzo ho lah.

Bα C Dm Am/E

- - - - - - - - - -

%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

53

Tokh e mu ney am se gul lah,
53

F C Dm

Bo i khal lah, bo i khal lah. Le

C Dm

- - - - - - - - -

Lekhah Dodi 9



%

%
>

α

α

α
Pno.

55

khah do di lik rat kal lah, pe
55

C Dm Τ
ney shab bat ne kab be lah.Τ

Τ

C D m

rit.

- - - - - -
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 ‰icec dklŠ              wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 “Proceed, My Beloved” with commentary by Jonah Rank 
Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—

The face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

“Observe” and “Remember” in one utterance:

Cause us to hear did the unique God;

“God is One,” “and God’s name is One”

In name, in glory, and in praise.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

To greet Shabbat—“Proceed,” and we shall proceed

For Shabbat is the origin of the blessing.

In the beginning of yore, Shabbat had been anointed:

The end of the action in the thought of initiation.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

A Sanctuary of the Sovereign is the City of Sovereignty.

Rise and go forth among the upturned.

Too long have you sat in the valley of tears.

The Sovereign will mercifully grant upon you mercy.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

“Shake away the dust and rise;

Wear the clothes of your Glory, My nation.

Through the hand of the son of Jesse of Beit Lehem,

Come close to My soul; redeem it.”

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl
.dl̈ èA ©wèp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR

,cg̈ ¤̀  xEA ¦c èA xFkf̈ èe xFnẄ
,cg̈ªi §n ©d  l ¥̀ Ep«̈ri ¦n §y ¦d

,cg̈ ¤̀  Fn §WE  cg̈ ¤̀  dedi
.dN̈ ¦d §z¦l èe  z ¤x«¤̀ §t ¦z§lE  m ¥Wèl

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,dk̈èl¥p §e Ekèl  zÄ ©W  z` ©x §w¦l
,dk̈ẍ èA ©d  xFw èn  ̀ i ¦d  i ¦M
,dk̈Eqèp  m ¤c «¤T ¦n W Ÿ̀x ¥n

.dN̈ ¦g èY däẄ£g ©n èA  d ¤U£r ©n sFq

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,dk̈El èn  xi ¦r K¤l«¤n  W ©C §w ¦n
,dk̈ ¥t£d ©d  KFY ¦n  i ¦̀ èv  i ¦nE «w

,`k̈Ä ©d  w ¤n«¥r èA  z ¤a«¤W K̈l a ©x
.dl̈ §n ¤g K¦i«©lr̈ lFn£g©i  ̀ Ed èe

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,i ¦nE «w  xẗr̈ ¥n  i ¦x£r©p §z ¦d
,i ¦O ©r  K ¥Y §x ©̀ §t ¦z  i ¥c §b ¦A  i ¦W §a¦l
,i ¦n §g©N ©d zi¥A  i ©W¦i  o ¤A c©i  l ©r

.Dl̈ ῭ èb  i ¦W §t©p  l ¤̀  dä §x ’w

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl
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“Awaken, awaken:

Here comes  your light; rise, My light.

Wake up, wake up; speak song:

The Substance of the LORD upon you is manifest.”

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

Do not be ashamed, and do not be downtrodden;

Why lie so low, and why sigh—

By you shall be spared the distressed of My nation,

And built shall be a city upon its mound.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

Attacked shall be those who attack you,

And spread apart shall be those who consume you;

Joyful for you shall be your God,

As in the joyfulness of a groom for a bride.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

Right and left shall you burst out,

And the LORD shall you admire:

By the hand of a human offspring of Peretz—

And we shall be happy and gleeful.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

Come in peace, Crown of the Master of Shabbat,

Both in happiness and in revelry.

Among the faithful of the treasured nation:

Come, Bride; come, Bride.

Proceed, my Beloved to greet the Bride—the face of Shabbat shall we welcome.

,i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d  i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d
,i ¦xF «̀  i ¦nE «w  K ¥xF` ̀ ä  i ¦M

,i ¦x«¥A ©C  xi ¦W  i ¦xE «r  i ¦xE «r
.dl̈ §b ¦p K¦i«©lr̈ dedi cFa èM

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,i ¦nèlM̈ ¦z  ̀ Ÿl èe  i ¦WF «a ¥z Ÿ̀l
,i ¦n¡d ¤Y  d ©nE  i ¦g£gFY §W ¦Y  d ©n

,i ¦O ©r i¥I ¦p£r Eq¡g¤i KÄ
.DN̈ ¦Y  l ©r  xi ¦r  dz̈ èp §a¦p èe

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,K¦i «̈q Ÿ̀W  dQ̈ ¦W §n¦l  Eid̈ èe
,K¦i«̈rèN ©a ènÎl’M Ew£gẍ èe
,K¦i «̈dŸl¡̀  K¦i«©lr̈  Ui ¦Uï

 UFU §n ¦M.dN̈ ©M  l ©r  oz̈g̈

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

,i ¦vF «x §t ¦Y  l Ÿ̀n §UE  oi ¦nï
,i ¦vi «¦x£r ©Y dediÎz ¤̀ èe

,i ¦v §x ©R o ¤A  Wi ¦̀  c©i  l ©r
.dl̈i«¦bp̈ èe  dg̈ èn §U¦p èe

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl

 z ¤x«¤h£r  mFlẄ èa  i ¦̀ F «A,Dl̈ §r ©A
,dl̈‘d’v §aE  dg̈ §n ¦U èA m©B
,dN̈ªb èq  m ©r i¥pEn¡̀ KFY

 i ¦̀ F «A  ,dN̈ ©k  i ¦̀ F «A.dN̈ ©k

.dl̈ èA ©w èp  zÄ ©W  i¥p èR ,dN̈ ©M  z` ©x §w¦l  i ¦cFc dk̈èl
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Variants

Variants of what is clearly this overarching tradition of “i ¦cFc dk̈èl” (of which Israel David-

son [1930] records 7 different piyyutim beginning with these words [pp. 42-43])  in liturgical

communities prior to the 20th Century are rare. Aside from one common traditional variant in the

final stanza, the other variants recorded here are variants initiated by Jewish communities who

are both gender-sensitive and frequently opposed to espousing heteronormative metaphors in li-

turgical poetry. Thus, all but the last (and sole traditional) variant pair is recorded in With All

Your Heart (Kleinbaum, Cohen, Berger, Greenberg, & Melnick, pp. 66-71), “the newest siddur

of Congregation Beth Simchat Torah” (p. 12), a New York City synagogue whose website refers

to itself as “The LGBT Synagogue” (Congregation Beth Simchat Torah, The LGBT Synagogue -

CBST).

−χ♣′χ ♦_ è≅ ⁄κ.−χ♣Μ♦Λ κ♦θ  ν ♣ψ ♣φ  — A groom for a bride./A heart in love.

The variant wording of “dä£d ©̀ èA a¥l” was designed with a conscientiousness realizing that

non-heterosexual Jews, or perhaps Jews who never marry, may never come to appreciate the

happiness that is felt by a groom for a bride (or even vice versa); however—notwithstanding

whether or not every word of “i ¦cFc dk̈èl” was written with a particular mystical connotation allud-

ing to Sefirotic dimensions of Kabbalistic theology—the joy of love is a more common, or per-

haps universalistic, experience than the specific experience of one betrothed to another be-

trothed.

−χ♣οη ∞ϕ èς.+Χ♣κ ƒθ♦≅  — The Master of Shabbat,/the Presence.
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As the term “lra” also means “husband,” a gender-sensitive reworking of this heit may

choose to find a more gender-neutral way of referring to God.

−_ ♣ψ èΛƒκ ♦µ ψ♣≅ ♦ς +χ♣Μ♦ϕ .−χ♣Μ♦ϕ  — Bride./Bride, Shabbat the Queen.

The shorter variant of this text may prove to be a better rhyme; however, the longer vari-

ant addresses Shabbat with a fuller title.

The Music I Have Composed

I have composed music that fits into what Charles Davidson (2007) defines as the norma-

tive musical guidelines for this heit: “The refrain and/or the verses may be in major, minor or A-

havah Rabba” (p. 10). Davidson notes that there are old customs to recite in minor those stanzas

which begin “j¤l«¤n  W ©C §w ¦n” (perhaps a remnant of the custom of, during the Drei Vokhen leading up

to a`a 'h, singing this section according to the tradition of minrh sung for dki`)  and “i ¦WF «a ¥z Ÿ̀l”

in minor even when the remainder of the heit would be sung in jln 'd or Major (p. 10). Summit

(2000) reports, alternatively:

There is also the custom, found among the Hasidim today, of setting each stanza

to a different melody, or at least distinguishing the fifth verse, Hitoreri (Arouse

yourself!) by an energetic melody, and the last verse, Boi veshalom, by a lyrical

one... It is also common to find that the tune changes at the sixth verse, Lo tevoshi

(Do not be ashamed)... According to the [Bostoner] Rebbe, [Mayer Horowitz,] the

reason for this switch is to emphasize the theme of joy in the hymn’s last four
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verses (p. 39).

Yet, observing the local customs in Frankfurt am Main, Solomon Geiger (1861-1862)—brother

of the Reformer Abraham Geige)—saw something else:

iptly oey`xd oebpa q"r melya i`ea on obpl ay ,xg` oebpa d`lde "ixxerzd" on obpn m`e

z`ia ,dnly :eny my`xay ,mixn`n 'c seqa xxeynd xikfdy xg` l"p mrhde] .ixxerzd

xiyi f`e ,"ield" zeize` my`xay ,mixg` 'ixn`n 'ca gny ald adlzd ,'eke "iyi oa i"r" giyn

enyy 'ixn`nl siqed k"g`e .dle`bd zra zra l`xyi cnrnn eixg`y 'be 'eke "ixxerzd"

,iheyt oebpa 'ipey`xd 'c obpl 'ipfgd 'ibdep k"re .xiyd y`xak zay lawl "melya i`ea" my`xa

oey`xd oebpa 'ipbpn ,zay lawl wx `edy "melya i`ea" la` .dldvne dgny oebpa 'ipexg`de

...[l"pk dfd xn`nd ,ldw mr epbpl xzei iheyt oebp ie`x mbe .iheytd

And when singing from “i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d” and onwards with a tune other [than used

before “i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d”], [a ofg] reverts to singing from “melya i`ea” through the end

using the first tune that was before “i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d.” (The reason for [this custom]

stated above is that, after the poet has alluded—in the 4 statements [stanzas]

in their beginning [letters]—to his name, dŸnŸl èW, [regarding] a Messianic arriv-

al “i ©X¦i  o ¥A  c©i  l ©r” and such, his heart burns a joyous passion in the 4 subsequent

statements [stanzas], whose beginning [letters] are “i ¦e¥N ©d,” so he sings

“i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d” and that whole stanza and the three following it from the perspec-

tive of Israel in the time of the Redemption. And after that, he amends to the

statements at the beginning of which he put “mFlÿ èa  i ¦̀ F «A” in order to receive
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zay, like at the beginning of the song. And therefore, the mipfg are accustomed

to sing the first 4 in a simple melody, and the final [stanzas {presumably ex-

cepting “mFlÿ èa  i ¦̀ F «A”}] in a melody of happiness, and from revelry. But, [at]

“mFlÿ èa  i ¦̀ F «A” which is only there to receive zay, they sing that first simple me-

lody. And also it is an appropriate, more simple melody for singing with the

congregation as discussed above) (p. 61).

In light of these many variant customs from Ashkenazic Jewry of how to sing “i ¦cFc dk̈èl” most

properly, I deemed it only appropriate to compose at least two melodies that allow for generally

proper syllabic and syntactic division of the text at hand. In accordance with the commonality of

major melodies for this heit, one composed melody is in Major. And in accordance with the

commonality of minor melodies for this heit, one composed melody in Minor. I encourage any-

one who wish to use the melodies provided here to fit these melodies into the verses of one’s

own (wise) choosing. (For those who wish for one melody per stanza, I do regret that the time al-

lotted for this Senior Thesis-Project has permitted me to provide here only 2—and not 9—melo-

dies for “i ¦cFc dk̈èl.”)

Both melodies provided here are intended to reflect various aspects of jln 'd. The Major

melody is marked as such by the following characteristics:

the basing of C as a tonic in a scale that, due to the limits of the melody provided here, could

be either Major or a normative scalar system of jln 'd;

the 1-3-5 opening motif used explicitly in mm. 3-4 and all first and second measures of each

stanza—with these measures also ending with melismatic runs of 6-5-3-2-3-2-1—resembles the

•

•
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6-5-3-2-3-2-1 Concluding Phrase Z motif in Cohon’s chart (p. 20);

reflecting the 5-1 ascent to the tonic that frequently begins the word Ekè †l in Psalm 95 (see the

commentary of Psalm 95 regarding this), the word “dk̈èl” here is sung similarly as a 5-1 descent

towards the tonic (and the words beginning the first and second lines of stanzas as a 5-1 ascent

towards the tonic); and

the first suggestion for the G half-cadence 3-6-5, recorded by Avenary (1971, p. 14) as an “oc-

casionally final clause,” is modified into a 6-3-5 that ends each stanza.

Regarding the melody in minor:

the melody in minor is intended to be sung with its tonic (of D) a whole step higher than the

melody in major, and, by virtue of having an implied Bb in the key signature, fits into a C-

based jln 'd;

the 4-3-2-3-4 motif on the second and third beats of the first and third measures of each stanza

parallels Avenary’s first suggestion of B motifs (G-F-E-F-G); and

similarly, the contours displayed in the A-G-F-E descents in Avenary’s intermediary L phrases

(p. 14) are transferred to the contours of the first three quarters of the first and third measures

of each stanza of this minor melody.

The major melody provided here has something of a triumphant march-like feel in its fan-

fare-like play with triadic formulae (especially all the outlined C majors, and the briefly sung

outline of A minor in first inversion leading from the second line of each stanza into its third

line); this music of triumph is intended to accompany the grand entrance of `z̈ èM§l ©n zÄ ©W. The mi-

nor melody, in its whirlwind of descending and rising sixteenth notes reflects the natural eleva-

tion from low depression to raised spirits, in accordance with the ohit’s urging of “ Ÿ̀l èe  i ¦WF «a ¥z Ÿ̀l

•

•

•

•

•
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i ¦nèlM̈ ¦z” and “i ¦x èxFr §z ¦d.” With these melodies, “i ¦cFc dk̈èl” is to be understood as, among other con-

ceptions, a paean celebrating the perseverance of the nation Israel in union with the eternal God.
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30
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β

β

β
Piano

Miz

rit.

rit.

rit.
Ε

mor shir le yom

F C/E Τ
hash shab bat.Τ

Τ

Bα/D C

Tov le ho

G m/Bαa tempo

a tempo

a tempo

- - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

5

dot la do nai, ul zam

5

F/A G m

mer le shim kha el

F C/E

yon. Le hag

C sus4/D Gsus2

gid bab

C C sus4/Bα

bo ker chas de kha,

A m7 G m7

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

10

ve e mu na te

10

Bα/F C/E

ι
kha bal ley lot. A

D 7sus4/G Cadd9

ley a sor va a

C G m/Bα

ley na vel, a

F G m

- - - - - - - - - - - -
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Pno.

14

ley hig ga yon be khin

14

F C/E

nor.

C sus4/D Gsus2

Ki sim mach ta ni A do

C C sus4/Bα

nai be fo o le kha be

A m7 G m7

- - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

18

ma a sey ya

18

Bα/F C/E

de kha a ran nen.

D 7sus4/G Cadd9

Mah ga de lu ma a

C G m/Bα

se kha A do nai, me

F/A G m

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

22

od a me ku mach she vo

22

F C/E

te kha.

C sus4/D Gsus2

Ish ba ar

C C sus4/Bα

lo ye da, ukh

A m7 G m7

sil lo ya

Bα/F C/E

- - - - - - - - - -
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27

vin et zot. Bif

27

D 7sus4/G Cadd9

ro ach re sha im ke mo

Bα F/A

ε

E sev,

G m7 C sus4

vay yz tzi tzu

C C/Bα

- - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

31 α
3

kol po a ley a ven, le

31

αα

α

Aα Eαsus2/G

hish sha me dam a

F F/A

α
dey ad. Ve at

α

Bαsus4 F/C

tah ma rom le o

Bα F/A

- - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

35

lam A do nai.

35

G m F

Ki hin neh o ye

Bα F/A

ve kha A do nai,

G m7 C sus4

Ki hin neh o ye

C C/Bα

- - - - - - - - - - -
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39 α
ve kha yo ve du,

39

αα

α

Aα Eαsus2/G

Yit pa re

F F/A α
du

α

Bαsus4 F/C

Kol po a ley

Bα F/A

a ven.

G m C sus4

- - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

44

Vat ta rem kir

44

C G m/Bα

Ε

eym kar ni, Bal lo

F/A G m

ti be she men

F C/E

ra a nan. Vat tab

C sus4/D Gsus2

bet ey ni

C C sus4/Bα

- - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

49

be shu rai, bak ka

49

A m7 G m7

mim a lai mere im tish

Bα/F C/E

ι
ma nah oz nai. Tza

D 7sus4/G Cadd9

dik kat ta

C G m/Bα

- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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53 ι
mar yif rach, ke

53

F/A G m

e rez bal le va

F C/E

non yis geh. She tu

C sus4/D Gsus2

lim be

C C/Bα

veyt A do nai, be chatz

A m7 G m7

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

58

rot e lo hey nu yaf

58

Bα/F C/E

ri chu.

D 7sus4/G Cadd9

Od ye nu

C G m/Bα

vun be sey vah, de she

F/A G m

nim ve ra a nan

F C/E

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

%

%

>

α

α

α
Pno.

63

nim yih hu. Le hag

63

C sus4/D Gsus2

gid ki ya

C C sus4/Bα

shar A do nai, tzu

A m7 G m7

ri ve lo av

Bα/F C/Erit.

rit.

rit.

Τ
la tah bo.Τ
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 av mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 92 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1A Psalm of Song for the Day of the Sabbath
2It is good to thank the LORD and to sing
to Your Name Above,
3To tell in the morning of Your Lovingkindness
and Your faithfulness in the nights
4Upon a ten-stringed harp; upon a lute;
upon a resounding lyre:
5As You have gladdened me, LORD,
by Your acts: of the makings  of Your Hands

I cry of joy.
6How great have been Your deeds, LORD: so very
profound have been Your designs.
7The inhumane being does not know, and a fool
cannot comprehend this:
8That in the flourishing of the wicked like grass—
that in the sprouting of all who cause sorrow—
they all will be exterminated by the very end.
9You, on High,  are for eternity, LORD.
10When here be Your enemies LORD, then here be
Your enemies perishing; ultimately scattering are
all those causers of sorrow.
11And You raised, like that of an ox, my horn; 
I soak  in fresh oil.

12See does my eye those who watch me;
those who rise against me in evil actions
hear do my ears.
13The righteous, like the palm tree, will flourish
just as the cedar in Lebanon will grow.
14Those planted in the House of the LORD—
in the Courtyards of our God—will flourish.
15Even bearing fruit in old age, sappy and fresh
will  they ever be:
16Telling of the uprightness of the LORD, my
Flint, in whom there is no wrong.

`:z«̈A ©X ©d mF́ièl xi À¦W xF¬n §f ¦
ax-¥O©f§lE d®̈edi©l zF ¬cŸdèl  aF Àh 

:oF«i§l¤r Ĺ §n ¦Wèl
bL®¤C «§q ©g  x ¤wŸÁ ©A cí ¦B ©dèl 

:zF«li¥N ©A ÀL èz«̈pE «n¡̀ ¤Œe
cl¤a®̈pÎi¥l£r©e xFU¨†rÎi«¥l£r

:xF «P ¦k §A oF́iB̈ ¦d i-¥l£r
dd́ëd§i i ¦ṕ ©Y §g ©O ¦U i³¦

i-¥U£r ©n«èA L®¤l‘r’t §ALi´¤cï 
:o«¥P ©x£̀

ecŸ À̀ è Œn d®̈ed§i Li´¤U£r«©n  Él ècB̈Îd ©
:Li«¤zŸa èW §g ©n  E ¬w ènr̈

fli À¦q §k ŒE r®̈c«¥i  ̀ ¬Ÿl  x ©r ©†A Wi ¦́
:z Ÿ̀«fÎz ¤̀  oi¬¦aïÎ Ÿ̀l

ga ¤U À¥r F¬n èM | mi ¦̧rẄ èx ©gŸ ³x §t ¦
o¤e®̈̀  i¥l£rŸ́RÎl’M Evi ¦vÏ©†e
:c«©rÎi ¥c£r m¬̈c èn«̈X ¦dèl

h d¬̈Y ©̀ èmF Àxn̈:d«̈ed§i m¬̈lŸrèl 
id́¥P ¦dÎi«¦M dÀ̈ed«§i  |  Li ¿¤aèiŸ̀  d¶¥P ¦d i³¦

E Àc èxR̈ §z¦Œi Ec®¥a Ÿ̀i Lí ¤aèiŸ̀
:o¤e«̀̈  i¥l£rŸ¬RÎl’M

`ii®¦p §x ©w mí ¥̀ §x ¦M  m ¤x́Ÿ ©
i À¦zŸN ©ŒA:o«̈p£r «©x o ¤n´¤W §A 

aii¬̈xE ÅW èA iÀ¦pi ¥r h¬¥A ©Y©
mi À¦r ¥x Œèn i¬©lr̈ mi-¦nT̈ ©A

:i«̈p §f ’̀  dp̈ §r¬©n §W ¦Y
big®̈x §t¦i x´̈nŸ ©M  wi ¦C ©†

:d«¤B §U¦i oF́päèN ©A  f ¤x-¤̀ èM 
cid®̈ed§i zí ¥a èA mi¦lEz †è †

:Egi «¦x §t©i Epí ¥dŸl¡̀  zF -x §v ©g èA
ehmí¦P©p£r «©x èe mi-¦p ¥W èC d®̈ai ¥U èA oEáEpèi  cF -

:E«i §d¦i
fhi À¦xE Œv d®̈ed§i x́ẄïÎi«¦M  ci ¦B ©dè †

:F «A dz̈¬̈l §e ©rÎ Ÿ̀l«èe
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Variants

Variants of Psalm 92 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be

consistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated

versions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.101 As a Biblical piece though, there are a

number of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of

the Psalm. While more than four manuscript variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica

Stuttgartensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, p. 1175), only four stick out to me as changing the

messages of the Psalmist:

Κη↑≤κ σ è≅.Κ↑≤κθσ è≅.χξθµ.η←⁄Τ′θ♠♦µ♠è≅  — By Your act/by Your acts:  / of the makings/of the

making  

In the most common traditional readings of this text, jlrt is singular, and dyrn is plural.

However, according to other manuscripts, the former noun should be plural and the latter singu-

lar.

This variant questions, aside from what the difference between a dyrn and a lrt is, whe-

ther many or whether individual Divine miyrn and milrt are part of the essential Jewish experi-

ence and tradition.

λµδωµ.λΕ À ♣µ  — On High/Exalted  

According to the more common reading of this, the Psalmist praises the eternal God “on

High;” however, in other readings, the Psalmist proclaims that the “exalted” God is eternal. 

101. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published either in its complete
form or not at all. Gates of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes this Psalm in full (pp. 125-127).
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This variant may lead to different answers to whether Divine superiority rests on the

praise God receives in worship or whether the superiority is independently “on High” in the Up-

per Realms and, in that sense, immune to theurgic intentions of prayer.

η∞ο♠♦Μ♦≅.η À∞ ♦≅  — I soak/You soak me  

According to the most common text, the psalmist revels in the sanctity of oil with which

the psalmist anoints himself or herself. Meanwhile in other traditions, God pours oil upon the

psalmist. 

Perhaps the variant begs to ask if the sanctity of the nation Israel comes from its own

sanctification of itself or from a sanctity bestowed upon it by the Divine.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 92, I have composed music that fits into the scalar modality of jln 'd (perhaps

a fact most evident by the E-natural in the A section, the E-flat a diminished octave above it in

the B section, and the A-section’s centralization of the C tone contrasting with a Bb a minor se-

venth above it). The composed melody features a structure that, matched according to verses

may be outlined as follows:

Introduction/Title

A1 3:A2

4: A1 5:A2

6: A1 7:A2

8-9: B1 10:B2

1:

2:
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11: A1 12: A2

13: A1 14: A2

A1 16: A2’

While A1 ends on the dominant tone of Western music theory, and the reciting tone of 'd

jln, the A2 section ends on the tonic (or finalis) tone. The ending of each A2 section (4-3-2-1) is

a variation on Tarsi’s three identified common ending motifs of jln 'd (5-3-2-1, 4-3-1, and 4-2-

1).

15:
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 bv mildz                               wpx dpei ly eyexit mr
 Psalm 93 with commentary by Jonah Rank 

1The LORD reigns; in majesty the LORD dresses;

Dressed is the LORD: in might, adorned.

It is founded;  the universe will not move.

2Established has been Your throne since then—

Eternally: You.

3Rising are the rivers, LORD:

Raising are the rivers their voice;

Raise will the rivers their surging waves.

4Beyond the voices of waters abundant—

Mighty the crashes of the sea—

Mighty in the Upper Realm is the LORD.

5Your testimonies are verily verified:

That to Your house be a beautiful sanctity;

That the LORD be for the duration of days.

`W¬¥a Å̈l  zE ¶̀ ¥B »Kl̈n̈ d́ëd§
x®̈G ©̀ §z ¦d fŸ¬r dëŸd§†i Ẃ ¥al̈

oF¬M ¦YÎs ©̀:hF «O ¦YÎl ©A  l À¥a ¥ŒY 
af®̈̀ ¥n Ĺ£̀ §q ¦M oFḱp̈

 ḿl̈Fr«¥n:dŸ«̀̈ 
bdÀ̈ed«§i | zFx̧d̈ èp  E ³̀ èUp̈

m®̈lFw  zFx́d̈ èp  E ´̀ èUp̈
:m«̈i §k ’C  zFx́d̈ èp  E -̀ §U¦i

cmi À¦A ©x m¦i³©n |  zFļŸT ¦
m®̈iÎi ¥x èA §W ¦n mi ¦́xi ¦C ©̀

:d«̈ed§i  mFx́Ö ©A xi-¦C ©̀
dcŸ À̀ §n  EÄp §n ¤̀ ¤p | Li ¤̧zŸc«¥

W ¤cŸ®wÎdë£̀«̈p ¬L èzi ¥a§l
:mi «¦nï  K ¤xŸ´̀ èl dÀ̈ed§Œi

Variants

Variants of Psalm 93 throughout liturgies of different Jewish communities tend to be

consistent albeit when communities—generally liberal Jewish communities—use abbreviated

versions of this psalm by excluding particular verses.102 As a Biblical piece though, there are a

number of variants to be found among various early manuscripts, translations, and printings of

the Psalm. While more than three manuscript variants have been recorded in Biblia Hebraica

102. This particular psalm is, among many liberal mixeciq, published either in its complete
form or not at all. Gates of Prayer (Stern, 1975) includes this Psalm in full (p. 127).
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Stuttgartensia (Elliger & Rudolph, 1997, p. 1175), only three stick out to me as changing the

messages of the Psalmist:

ν⁄Λ ∞ΞÎρ ♦_.νΕ↔Λ ∞ΞÎρ ♦_  — It is founded;/It founded— 

In the most common traditional readings of this text, oF¬M ¦Y is passive. However, according

to other manuscripts, this verb should be active: o¥M ¦Y.

While the passive form of this verb leaves open the question of who founded laz, an ac-

tive verb form begs to ask what it means that l À¥a ¥ŒY actively o¥M ¦Y—is it possible that, despite Divine

majesty inherent in nature, the universe still founded itself?

κ ⁄_ χψ_.9χ ♣Ξ♠♣_  — You/You are God  

Although the Psalmist clearly addresses the Divine as an Eternal being in most traditional

readings of this text, the Psalmist does not proclaim here that the Divine has always been a ruling

God (who jln). By the traditional reading, God’s sovereignty over the universe may have not al-

ways been eternal; however, such is the assertion of common variants.

λ↑♣ηÎη⁄ω è≅ ƒς ∞µ λη ∞ωη ∞Β ♦_ ⁄µ.λ♣ηÎη⁄ω è≅ ƒς ∞Ν ∞µ  ωη ∞Β ♦_.λ↑♣ηÎη⁄ω è≅ ƒς ∞µ λη≥∞ωη ∞Β ♦_  — Mighty are the crashes of the

sea—/Mightier than the crashes of the sea—/More than the mightiest of the crashes of

the sea,

Although the traditional text and its two common variants similarly compare the might of

God with the might of the crashes of the sea, the most traditional of these three reads appropri-

ates to God’s might the least superlative of these three descriptions. The variants on this tradi-
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tional read thereby express remarks more laudatory here than the most widely distributed version

of Psalm 93.

The Music I Have Composed

For Psalm 93, I have composed music that fits into the musical characteristics of jln 'd

by virtue of:

the B-naturals a diminished octave below each B-flat;

the 1-3-5 opening motif (both outlined and explicitly used—for example—in mm. 1-4 and 2-3

respectively);

the pausal status of 5 that is reflected in the use of the semi-disjunctive and semi-pausal nature

of the held 5 in the fourth, seventh and eighth measures of the general 12-measure units (as ex-

hibited, for example, in mm. 7-8 preceding the conclusion of Verse 1 at mm. 11-12);

The composed melody, in general reflects the division of the 5 verses of Psalm 93. Aside from

Verse 2, each verse divides fairly neatly both syllabically (or rhythmically) and grammatically

into three distinct clauses; these clauses are reflected in the 3 4-measure sub-divisions of each

12-measure unit (with the exception of Verse 2, which is fitted to an 8-measure unit): 

4 measures that move along the scale from 1 (or its neighboring B natural) to a brief rest on 5;

4 measures that rise to 8, drop to 3, and rest for about a measure and a half on 5; and

4 measures that begin again near or at 1, open up to 5, and conclude at 1.

Due to the brief nature of Verse 2, this 12-measure unit is reduced to—while still maintaining the

melodic contours—8 measures.

The music here is intended to be sung meditatively so as to permit the worshiper suffi-

cient time to concentrate on the anthropomorphic imagery of the God who Ẃ ¥äl and sits on a `qk

•

•

•

1.

2.

3.
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and dwells in a zia, and then to translate the imagery into a God whose status mFx́Ö ©A may be com-

plemented by God’s presence in nature while nature’s presence both complements and compli-

ments the Divine (for m®̈lFw zFx́d̈ èp  E ´̀ èUp̈ and :m«̈i §k ’C  zFx́d̈ èp  E -̀ §U¦i). In addition, the intentionally slow but

consistent crescendos and decrescendos adjoining the rising and lowering of the pitch-contours is

intended to reflect the actions and sounds of the rising and falling waves (reflecting, for instance,

the words “mi À¦A ©x m¦i³©n |  zFļŸT ¦n”).
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Appendix on Nosah Ashkenaz
Figure 1:

Ascending and descending scales of Ukrainian Dorian based on a tonic of C: delineated in quarter notes
in 4/4 time:

Figure 2:

Tarsi’s (2001) Scalar Outline of jln 'd based on a tonic of C (p. 17).

Figure 3:

Tarsi’s (2001) Outline of Motivic Elements of jln 'd based on a tonic of C (p. 19):
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Figure 4:

A manuscript of “ytp cici” signed by the author, El’azer Azikri (Jewish National & University Library, Y’did

Nefesh):
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Figure 5:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart I of “Modes in the Adonoy moloch Scale” (20):
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Figure 6:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart I continued (p. 21):
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Figure 7:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart II (p. 25):
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Figure 8:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart III (p. 26):
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Figure 9:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart III (continued) (p. 27):
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Figure 10:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart IV (p. 30):
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Figure 11:

Cohon’s (1950) Chart IV (continued) (p. 31):
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Figure 12:

Avenary’s (1971) “Standard Motives” of the Adošem Malak Stejger (p. 14):
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Figure 13:

Avenary’s (1986-1987) Tetrachord Structure of Adoshem-Malach according to Emanuel Kischner p. 13):

Figure 14:

Avenary’s (1986-1987) “discarded” attempt at a “Tetrachordal Solution” in response to Kirschner (p. 14):

Figure 15:

Avenary’s (1986-1987) depiction of “Modal Center” and “Centripetal Force” within jln 'd (p. 15):
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